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Contributions are still urgently needed at Murray
State University in the effort to shorten the odds that a
bone marrow match can be found for leukemia victim
Stacy Sommer of -Rockford, Ill. Some 350 people volunteered to have their blood
tested on "A Sommer Day at MSU" Wednesday in
seeking a potential match for a bone marrow transplant for Miss Sommer, who became ill in the fall of
her freshman year at Murray State in 1988.
Because of the $50 cost for each blood test and the
limit of 100 blood samples which can be handled at
one time by the testing laboratory, however, only a
few more than 100 blood samples were taken at that
time.
Another 250 students and others in the campus and
nearby community are still on a waiting list compiled

Increasing
cloudiness
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness. Low around 40. Light
southeast wind.
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of showers.
High in the mid-50s.

MURRAY, KY

Rack prices going up today
The cost of a Murray Ledger & Times newspaper in a rack will
increase from 35 cents to 30 cents beginning today. The increase
wa& announced this morning by Ted Delaney, general manager of
the Ledger & Times.
Rising costs of industry-related materials has forced us to raise
the cost of a newspaper in the rack, Delariey said.
However, there will be no increase in the cost of home delivery
or mailed subscriptions, according to Walt Apperson, publisher.
"Subscribers can still receive the Ledger & Times for approximately
17 1/2 cents per day."
The increase in the rack prices will affect each of the ivu.,rlay
through Saturday editions, Delaney noted. The rack machines have
been set up to accept two quarters or five dimes, he said.

by the sponsoring Student Alumni Association to have
their blood tested when funds become available to
cover the costs.
Widespread support for the effort has come from
the area community and from colleges and universities in the southeast, as well as the Murray State
campus.
Anyone who would like to make a tax-deductible
contribution should make a check payable to MSU
Alumni Association, designate it for the Bone Marrow
Fund Drive and send it to: Office of Alumni Affairs,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Fund-raising kits are available from the Alumni
Office for community members, school children, and
others who would, like to help with this effort. They
can call the Alumni Office at 762-3737 for more
information.

Making 'shine

WASHINGTON — Former national security adviser John Poindexter goes on trial today for his part in the Iran-Contra affair, the scandal
that tarnished the last two years of Ronald Reagan's presidency.
MOSCOW — Long-entrenched Communists waited today to see if
they survived challenges from liberal reformers in the first contested
local elections held in the huge Slavic heartland of the Soviet Union.

STATE
LOUISVILLE — The last time the Jefferson County school system
received intense national scrutiny it came in the unwelcome form of
negative publicity generated by the turmoil of court-ordered busing for
desegregation.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson admits his plan to raise
taxes by more than a billion dollars appears down for the count — in
fact, Wilkinson is doing the counting.

SPORTS
LOS ANGELES — Hank Gathers, one of only two Division I players to lead the nation in scoring and rebounding in the same season,
died Sunday night after collapsing during Loyola Marymount's West
Coast Conference tournament game against Portland. He was 23.
MIAMI — Greg Norman chipped in for an eagle on the first extra
hole and won a four-man sudden death playoff Sunday in the Dora!
Open.

FINANCE
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Moonshine played an important role in the history of the region now known as Land Between the Lakes
(LBL) national recreation area. LBL's re-creation and demonstration of moonshining as ft existed here is
one of the most popular visitor programs. The program will begin again this year at Empire Farm on
Saturday, March 17, and is scheduled thereafter for the first Saturday of each month from April through
November, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. —
Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup has been
named president of Southeast
Missouri State University.
Stroup, who has served as a
consultant with the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities in Washington,
D.C. since Aug. 1, Will assume
her new duties July 1.
She replaces Bill Stacy, who
resigned last June after nearly
10 years to become president of
California State University at
San Marcos.
MSUls Dean of the Center
for Continuing Education Viola
Miller, a long-time Stroup
friend, said she felt Stroup
would be "very happy" about
the appointment after talking to
her in Washington on Feb. 13.
Five SEMO search commit
tee members visited the Murray
campus Jan. 26 to gather infor(Coned on page 2)

Backers of sales tax gambling times have changed
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's been
22 years since the General
Assembly raised Kentucky's sales
tax, unleashing an electoral fury
from which a once-competitive
Republican Party has not
recovered.

Newspaper says
, hopeful editorial
about hostages
only one opinion

Legislative leaders pondering
another hike in 1990 hope times
have changed.
The idea of a penny increase in
the 5-cent sales tax rate took hold
in earnest in the Capitol last week.
House Speaker Don Blandford
declared it "more politically palatable" than key pieces of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's proposed

$1.057 billion tax package.
He was referring specifically to a
7-cent increase in the tax on a pack
of cigarettes and extension of the
sales tax to advertising and certain
other services heretofore exempt.
"We're not ruling out any alternative, but (raising the sales tax) is
the one that we've focused on the
most," Blandford said. "That

seems to be the one that, if there is
enough support overall, that would
be the plan."
His polls of the home folks in
Daviess County, plus those taken
by other legislators, convince him
that voters would prefer a higher
sales tax, Blandford said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Taking aim

By NEIL MacFAROUHAR
Associated Press Writer
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WORLD — NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — The ,
government said sales of new---1
homes fell 7.1 percent in January to their lowest level in
nearly a year, despite incentives to builders to offset
industry weakness and encourage buying.
The Commerce Department
said Friday new, single-family
homes were sold at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
589,000 units in January.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 11 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

NICOSIA, Cyprus — An Iranian
newspaper said today that a
weekend editorial interpreted as a
hopeful sign for the release of
Western hostages in Lebanon was
the personal opinion of the writer
and not a government statement
The statement came amid reports
from Damascus, Syria, that a senior
Iranian envoy met with Syria's
foreign minister and discussed
efforts to free the hostages. Syria is
the power broker in neighboring
Lebanon by virtue of its 40,000
troops there.
The official_ Islamic Republic
News Agency quoted the English
daily Kayhan International as saying Western media distorted its editorial by reading it as an official
(Cont'd on page 2)

A dealer examines the sight on a rifle at the Kiwanis Club Gun and Knife Show Saturday in the Calloway
County Middle School gym. Buyers and sellers of new, antique or rare guns and knives saw a wide variety
of weaponry at the two-day show.
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Superintendent of the year says shift in
hiring practices would disrupt balance
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press dirtier

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A proposal before state lawmakers to shift
hiring decisions from local school
boards to superintendents would
disrupt a necessary balance of power, Kentucky's superintendent of
the year said.
Hart County Superintendent
Wandell Strange said his colleagues wouldn't necessarily want
the task of making hiring decisions,
a proposal drafted by the Governance Committee of the Kentucky
Task Force on Education Reform.
"1 don't want the sole authority
to hire," said Strange, who was
honored Saturday during the Ken-

lucky School Boards Association's
three-day conference.
"I think there ought to be a
check and balance," he said in an
interview. "I think the superintendent certainly should recommend,
but the board should vote to hire or
fire an individual."
The proposal, which would allow
school boards to hire only district
superintendents, has come under a
barrage of fire at the conference.
The association's leaders have
urged local school board members
to launch a counteroffensive
against that proposal and two
others.
The other two objectionable
proposals would prohibit the hiring

Gov. Wilkinson working hard
to get his tax package passed
••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson continued
talks with legislators during the
weekend with a warning that only
his billion-dollar tax plan will
mean an end to the cycle of
revenue shortfalls the state has
faced.
"If parts of the revenue package
I have proposed are deleted in
favor of a sales tax increase and
the education package is fully
funded, the General Assembly will
have to raise taxes again in two
years and again two years after that
with no end in sight," Wilkinson
said Sunday in a prepared statement released by his office.
Leaders in the Kentucky House
are putting together an alternative
to Wilkinson's proposed $1.057
billion tax plan in case the governor's lacks support. It would add a
penny to the 5 percent state sales
tax and remove cigarette and service tax proposals Wilkinson has
offered.
Wilkinson, who has promised to
veto any plan containing an
increase in the sales tax, attempted
to revive his package last week. He

vowed to meet with all 100 members of the House.
"One-on-one, I am trying to
explain to each member why I
think they ought to vote for both
the education and revenue packages," Wilkinson said.
The governor planned to meet
with at least 30 legislators today.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said he wants Wilkinson's assessment by early Tuesday
afternoon.
One of the things Wilkinson is
discussing with legislators is the
importance of passing a package of
tax increases that will enable Kentucky's revenue to grow as the economy grows.
—The revenue package I have
proposed is the fairest, most progressive way to raise the revenue we
need," the governor said. "We
simply can't let the special-interest
lobbyists win again this time."
The tax increases are needed, in
part, to fund the restructuring of
Kentucky's school system proposed
by the Task Force on Education
Reform.

Jazz Band concert date rescheduled
to avoid conflict with OVC tourney
A concert by Jazz Bands I and II
at Murray State University originally announced for March 8 has
been rescheduled for Friday, March
23, to avoid a conflict with the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament basketball finals.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman
of the Department of Music, said
the concert will begin at 8 p.m. in
Loveu Auditorium on March 23.
John Schlabach is the conductor of
the jazz bands.
"We are happy to adjust this date
in honor aid support of our OVC-

champion Racer basketball team,"
Reichmuth said, "and wish it the
very best."
As the regular-season champion
in the OVC, the Racers earned the
right to be the host team for the
OVC Tournament semi-finals and
final March 7-8.
Reichmuth said the jazz concert
March 23 will remain a part of the
Department of Music Scholarship
Series. He said more information
can be obtained by calling the
Department of Music office at
762-4288.

of school board members' relatives
on the school payroll and would
require that board members in most
counties be elected countywide
instead of from a smaller area.
Those proposals are part of a
sweeping school-reform package
being drafted by lawmakers, who
are racing to meet a July deadline
set by the Kentucky Supreme Court
to enact a new public education
system.
The court last year declared the
current system unconstitutional
because of inequities between rich
and poor school districts.
Strange was critical of the antinepotism proposal, saying it would
remove many qualified candidates
for superintendent or the school
board. He said lawmakers were
overreacting to a problem that may
persist in some school districts, but
isn't widespread in Kentucky.
"I don't believe that's going to
improve education to tell a superintendent that their wife can't work
in the district," Strange said.
"And I don't think you should
legislate people off the board and
that's what they're doing," he said.
During a luncheon conference
Saturday, the group's members
were asked to stand if they would
be affected by the anti-nepotism
proposal. At least one-fourth of the
members responded by standing.
Strange was complimentary of
other portions of the school-reform
package, especially a plan to substantially increase state funding for
education.
He said the additional funds are
badly needed in his south-central
Kentucky district, which has relied
partly on grants and other funds to
upgrade its curriculum and make
other improvements.
In 1981, when Strange became
superintendent of Hart County, the
district was plagued by a high
dropout rate, low standardized test
scores, filthy schools, a limited
special education program and a
"middle-of-the-road" curriculum
with no special classes for gifted
students, he said.
The district, whose average percapita income falls well below the
state average, has sharply reduced
the dropout rate and upgraded its
curriculum, showing that any
school district is capable of improving, Strange said.
Meanwhile, a Louisville education consultant said Kentucky
needs to "re-invent school" to create an environment more conducive
for learning.
"We are going to have to reinvent school to tell students that
this is an important place to be,"
Phillip Schlechty, president of the
Center for Leadership in School
Reform, said in a speech.
He said Kentuckians should seek
out "troublemakers" for superintendents who say a district's deficiencies won't be tolerated.
Schlechty also suggested a greater delegation authority that allows
teachers to be leaders and
motivators.

Meet Our

Service Experts
Experienced, Knowledgeable and Courteous
A.S.E. Certified

Doug Stalls, service manager; Paul Freeze, technician;
Coleman Benefiel,technician,and Terry Byerly,technician.
(Not pictured - Owner, Don Rowlett)

Hostages...
(Cont'd from page 1)
hint of contacts between and Iran
and Washington over the hostages,
who are believed held by pro
Iranian factions.
In the Saturday editorial, also
excerpted by IRNA, the paper suggested U.S.-Iranian ties might be
improved in the "post-hostage
era" if Washington agrees to
release three American Moslems
imprisoned in the United States in
exchange for two Americans in Iranian jails.
But today the government-run
paper distanced itself from the
statement, said IRNA, monitored in
Nicosia.
"Neither the writer of that column nor the author of this present
one is a government spokesman or
employee," IRNA quoted Kayhan
as saying. "No officials of any sort
were consulted before putting pen
to paper."
"What was and is now being
expressed are privately held
views," Kayhan said.
Western media reports took the
editorial as another in a series of
signs from Tehran in recent weeks
that a new effort was under way to
free the 18 Westerners held in
Lebanon.
They include eight Americans,
four Britons, two West Germans,
two Swiss, an Irishman and an Italian. Most are believed held by
Shiite Moslem factions loyal to
Iran. The longest-held is Terry
Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The Associated
Press, Who was kidnapped March
16, 1985.
The editorial followed a spate of
statements from Iranian newspapers saying the hostages should be
released because they are fueling
propaganda against Iran.
A Syrian source, who refused to
beiidentified further, said a meeting
Sunday between Mahmoud
Hashemi of Iran and Farouk alSharaa of Syria "appears to be to
coordinate efforts between the governments of Syria and Iran to gain
the release of all the hostages."
Another source said: "This
appears to be a serious effort, the
first in some time, to end the hostage ordeal. ... But I don't think
we'll see anyone out tomorrow."

Two-vehicle wreck
sends 2 to hospital

Reception scheduled
to assist 'Mother of the
Year' with New York trip
Friends of Gladys Jarrett, Kentucky's 1990 Mother of the Year,
will be helping to send her to New
York City April 26 for the National
Mother of the Year competition.
A reception will be held in her
honor 1-3 p.m. Saturday (March
10) at the Calloway County Public
Library. During the event, Congressman Carroll Hubbard will present her with the Kentucky Colonel
designation, and Murray Mayor
Bill Cherry will give her the key to
the city. Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Weaks will also
honor the mother of eight children
by making her a Captain of Kentucky Lake.
The reception is being co-hosted
by the local Writer's Pot Pourri,
which Janet directs, and the
library. Those involved in the affair
say they hope the celebration will
bring out some who will sponsor
Jarrett to go to New York.
Jarrett, who said she cannot
believe all the "hoopla," said it will
cost about $2,000 for her to stay in
New York for the six nights
required. But that obstacle
shouldn't stop her. Nothing else
has.
While three of her children were
enrolled at Murray State, Jarrett
decided to go back to school. Not
only did she earn a bachelor's
degree, she ilso got her master's

Sales tax...
(Cont'd from page 1)
A penny increase in the sales tax
rate would raise an estimated $215
million, as opposed to $201 million
over the biennium from the cigarette and services taxes.
Blandford made his House debut
in 1968 when newly elected Republican Gov. Louie Nunn, trying to
avoid a deficit in his first budget,
asked the General Assembly to
raise the 3-cent sales tax rate to 5
cents.
The legislative journals for 1968
detail a predictably stormy passage
for Nunn's tax bill, particularly in
the House, where the constitution
lequired it to onginate.
Ten floor amendments were
attempted. A motion to adjourn
was rejected. Even a motion for a
30-minute recess was defeated in a
roll call vote.

A two-vehicle accident two
miles south of Mayfield Sunday
sent two people to the hospital, a
Kentucky State Police report said.
With 41 of the House's 43 RepuChuck Robertson, public infor- blicans holding firm, the bill finalmation officer, said Kristina Stuck- ly passed 56-41, a five-vot cushe
el, 21, of Murray, was traveling ion over the constitutional
east on Tucker Road at 7:26 p.m. mum for tax measures. It minilater
The report stated she apparently passed the Senate, 21-17,
and carfailed to stop at the intersection of nage followed on the
campaign
Cuba Road (Ky. 303) and struck a trail.
vehicle driven by Edith Draffen,
Of the 56 House members who
65, of Paducah.
/ voted with Nunn, 32 were missing
Draffen and a passenger, Gladys when the legislature convened
next
Frazier of Paducah, were taken to in 1970. There were five
new faces
Mayfield Community Hospital. among the 21 senators,
but only
Stuckel and two passengers, Eli- half the Senate stood for
rezabeth Bougher and Rob Bougher, elecon.
both of Murray, were not reported
Republicans lost 15 House seats
injured. Stuckel is a student at
and "we never regained," said
Murray State University.
gene Huff, now a Republican senator from London.
Huff was the only House Republican who voted against Nunn's
tax bill — another abstained — and
"all of us had run on a no-taxincrease platform," he said.
The sales tax was political dynamite, Huff said.
"They even beat Freddy Morgan," Huff said, referring to the
once-powerful Democratic floor
leader from Paducah. "I remember
very vividly. He had served about
11 terms and they beat him."
Blandford, who voted against
Nunn's nickel, said the circumstances of 1968, when the task was
merely to pay for government,
could not be compared to those of
1990, with the legislature under
orders of the Supreme Court to pay
for a new statewide school system.
Twenty-two years ago, "we
weren't looking at a complete
restructuring of education," Blandford said. "We're buying something this time."

and is currently working towards
her 30 plus.
Through her years of striving for
education, not only for herself and
her children but for anyone who
asks, Jarrett has become known to
many. Probably the most endearing
memories of her are held by the
many children she has taught and
tutored in and around Calloway
County. To them she is knwon as
"Mama Jarrett."
The sponsors of the reception
wish to publicize this event so that
those who have been touched by
this special mother might have the
chance to return the kindness.

$1995

KSP releases summary
for week of Feb. 25
Kentucky State Police Post I in
Mayfield has released its weekly
summary for the week of Feb. 25
through March 3.
State police opened 25 criminal
cases and made 17 criminal arrests.
They worked a total of 31 automobile accidents. They answered 80
complaints and arrested 24 people
for driving under the influence
(DUD.

Reg. $26.75

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a pair of calls over
the weekend, according to reports
from the fire department.
At 3:30 p.m. Sunday, MFD personnel responded to a leaf fire at
14th and Main. Firemen used a
booster line to extinguish the fire.
Fireman responded to a reported
structure fire Saturday at 5:26 p.m.
at 306 N. 15th St. Upon arrived, it
was discovered that an electric
heated had shorted out. Firefighters
removed the hazard and used
exhaust fans to pull smoke from
the house.
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Stroup...
(Cont'd from page I)
mation about Stroup, according to
Miller, giving her favorable
impressions about the school.
"I told (Stroup) that the, people
from SEMO seemed very charming
and enthusiastic and she agreed,"
Miller said. "At that point, she
didn't know (about the appointment) but was very excited about
the possibility. I wish her the besL"
Stroup was not available for
comment.
SEMO and Murray State are
very similiar institutions with the
same regional responsibilities but
do not have much contact with
each other, Miller said.
That may soon change as SEMO,
an NCAA Division II school, tries
to move up to Division I and into
MSU's Ohio Valley Conference, a
move that Stroup stongly supported
while at Murray.
Murray State Regents Chairman
Kerry Harvey said a "cooperative
relationship" would be worked out
between the two schools if SEMO
joins the OVC, but he would not
advocate or disagree with such a
move.
"That's not something the board
of regents gets involved with very
much," he said.
Prior to her Murray position,
Stroup, 52, served as vice president
for academic affairs at Emporia
State University in Kansas and was
dean of women at the University of
Kansas.
She earned her bachelor's degree
from Kansas and went on to get a
master of science degree and a doctorate in speech communication
and human relations from the same
school.
SEMO officials said Saturday
that Stroup was chosen from a field
of 124 applicants.
SEMO's executive vice president, Robert W. Foster, who was
not a candidate for the vacancy,
has been serving as interim president since July.
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Discrimination increases in apartment hunt
Blacks seeking to rent apartments in seven Western Kentucky
cities were treated differently and
negatively compared to whites 2.3
percent more often in 1989 than in
1987, as measured by "teams" of
black and white testers who posed
as apartment-seekers.
Instances of discriminatory treatment occurred at a rate of 9.8 percent in 1989, slightly worse than
the 7.5 percent rate in 1987.
The most prevalent form of discrimination suffered by blacks
seeking apartment rentals in Paducah, Bowling Green, Owensboro,
Henderson, Hopkinsville, Murray,
and Fulton during 1989 occurred
when rental agents mislead blacks
about apartment availability. Rental
agents misrepresented apartment
availability in 16.6 percent of all
measured instances, up slightly
from 15.1 percent in 1987, the
report stated.

was 5.1 percent worse than its
1987 rate of 6.1 percent.
Misrepresentation of apartment
availability, which occurred 30.8
percent of the time, was by far the
category in which blacks suffered
the worst discrimination in the
eight Henderson tests conducted in
1989.
Owensboro rental agents discriminated against blacks 9.1 percent
of the time in 16 tests during 1989,
the second worst discrimination
rate among Western Kentucky
cities. This was up from 6.0 percent in 1987. Owensboro blacks
were treated less courteously compared to whites 20.7 percent of the
time, the most frequent form of different and negative treatment in
that city during 1989.
In Bowling Green, discrimination against blacks occurred at an
8.4 percent rate in 1989, down
from 9.5 percent in 1987. The most
discrimination - six times or 16.2
These and other findings are
percent of all measurable instances
included in 40-page report entitled v
occurred in the availability
"Discrimination Against Black
category. eight tests were conApartment-Seekers Increases
in 1989.
Slightly in Western Kentucky, ducted
Discriminatory treatment in
1989," which was released today
Paducah occurred at only a 3.9 perby the Kentucky Commission on
cent rate in 1989, less than half the
Human Rights. The report is based
1987 rate of 8.6 percent. Apartment
on 50 tests of apartment complexes availability
and discourteous treatconducted by "teams" of black and
ment were the discrimination
white individuals, the results of categories
in which blacks most
which are grouped under eight often received different and negacategories: apartment availability, tive treatment in the 11 Paducah
rental agent courtesy, apartment
test.
location, apartment complex
Tests conducted in Hopkinsville,
requirements, rental agent neglect, Murrray,
and Fulton resulted in
apartment quality, rental agent discrimination occurring in 10.6
racial remarks, and apartment -percent of measurable instances.
all
price.
By far the most discrimination
More discrimination occurred
occurred in the category of apartagainst black apartment-seekers in
ment availability, where blacks sufHenderson than in any other Westfered some type of different treatern Kentucky city during 1989. Its
ment 34.8 percent of the time in
discrimination rate of 11.2 percent seven tests.

Met availability discrimination
in the Western Kentucky region as
a whole, discrimination against
blacks based on lack of courtesy by
rental agents occurred in 13.6 percent of all tests, the second worst
discrimination category in 1989.
This was 5.5 percent worse than
the 1987 rate of 8.1 percent.
Discrimination as measured by
location occurred 11.6 percent of
the time in 1989, up from 9.9 percent in 1987. Among specific measures in the location category, rental agents failed to show apartments
to blacks after showing them to
whites in 13.6 percent of all tests.
This type of location discrimination
was up from 12.5 percent of all
tests in 1987. In addition, rental
agents steered blacks to other
apartment complexes or failed to
tell them about other property after
suggesting the property to whites in
10.0 percent of all tests. This was
worse than the discrimination rate
of 4.2 percent in 1987.
In the requirements category,
blacks were held to different or
higher standards than whites in 8.4
percent of all measured instances in
1989. More "requirements" discrimination occurred in 1989 than in
1987, when blacks were held to
different requirements than whites
at a rate of 7.1 percent of all
instances.
Rental' agents gave more attention to whites than blacks 9.5 percent AT the time in 1989, an
increase from the 4.6 percent
"neglect" rate in 1987. "Neglect"
occurred most frequently when
rental agents failed to volunteer
information about leases, credit
checks and security deposits to
blacks, but had given that information to whites.
As in 1987, little discrimination

occurred in the three remaining discrimination categories in 1989.
Different and negitive treatment
toward blacks involving racial
remarks, price, and apartment quality occurred in fewer than 4.8 percent of the measureable instances
in the Western Kentucky cities.
The report concluded that
although only a small worsening of
discrimination against blacks seeking apartments in Western Kentucky occurred between 1987 and
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel
1989, the increased level of discri- about sending women into combat?
mination in some categories is This is a subject I've never seen
cause both for conceal and con- mentioned in your column.
I am a woman who will be going
tinued efforts toward improvement.
through Army basic training in a few
The report further states that months. I think it would be foolish of
rental agents have no legal standing me to say that I want to go into battle
to act as "gatekeepers" making (after all, who wants to get sliet at?),
arbitrary decisions about who can but I think it's totally unfair to exand cannot live in a locale because clude women from combat duty when
of skin color, and that word must they can handle it as well as men.
continue to go out that this beha- Women should be expected to do the
same work as men in the military
vior will not be tolerated.
and in wartime.
The report was written by Eric
When are the American people
George, research assistant on the goinglo realize that women are a
commission staff.
viable source for our nationail defense? Canadian law has been reEDITOR'S NOTE: 1. The word vised,and now women are allowed to
"discrimination" in this report serve in all military positions reflects any different and negative except on submarines - in the
treatment that black testers Canadian armed forces.
There are plenty of men out there
received in comparison with white
who
would gladly give up their
testers. It does not mean that an
positions to women, and
illegal act of discrimination combat
plenty of women who would jump at
occurred under the Kentucky Civil the chance to prove themselves in
Rights Act, although some illegal battle.
acts might have occurred.
I'd be interested in seeing what
2. The number of tests conducted other readers, especially men and
in Hopkinsville, Murray and Fulton women in the military, think of this.
A FUTURE FEMALE SOLDIER
in 1989 were minimal and, because
of that, the statistical results from
DEAR FUTURE FEMALE
those three cities were not com- SOLDIER: My first impulse is to
pared with the results from the say,"Women do not belong alongother cities. The combined results side men in combat." But, on
from Hopkinsville, Murray and second thought, perhaps a
Fulton are discussed in the report, woman's place is where she
but comparisons should not be wants to be.
In the provocative words of
made with .the other cities.
columnist Ellen Goodman:"Perhaps when 18-year-old girls start
coming home in wheelchairs and
body bags,we'll begin to wonder
why we think it's acceptable for
18-year-old boys to come home
winners, only losers," Matell said. that way." Readers?
"There were an awful lot of people
tat
who got hurt."
DEAR ABBY This letter is di-

Future Female Soldier Asks
If Woman's Place Is in Battle

Machinists rally on first anniversary of Eastern strike
MIAMI (AP) - Machinists
union members held out little hope
of getting their Eastern Airlines
jobs back as their strike began its
second year today, but they aim to
hold out "one day longer" than
company boss Frank Lorenzo.
"At the beginning of the strike,
there was a lot of waiting to get it
over with," said Jim Bertram, a
former flight simulator technician
who was among hundreds of protesters rallying outside Eastern
headquarters here Sunday.
"Now all I want to do is see
Lorenzo burn."
Lorenzo's Texas Air Corp.
bought Eastern four years ago and
he has been the focus of the nationwide strike over wage and workrule concessions.
Police estimated at least 500
people rallied in Miami on the
strike's anniversary Sunday.Hundreds more strikers and supporters rallied at Logan International Airport in Boston, LaGuardia Airport in New York and in other
cities with large Eastern union
memberships. Strikers rallied
Saturday at Atlanta.
In Miami, protesters - most
wearing bright red union T-shirts
- rallied next to the union hall,
across the street from Eastern's
corporate headquarters. Police

guarded the company buildings,
some of which were splattered red
and yellow by paint bombs and had
windows broken out.
The strikers chanted "One day
longer," meaning they hope to
endure one day more than Lorenzo.
They then went by bus to Miami
International Airport to march
through the Eastern terminal._
-The enthusiasm and determination and spirit of the real Eastern
employees has not wavered one
bit," Charles E. Bryan, president
of Machinists District 100, told the
crowd. "It's become a cause for
justice."
But in Boston, chief steward Leo
Romano admitted being downcast.
"I can't lie and say that spirits
are high at this point, but the flying
public was out there today and I
think they see what we really are,"
Romano said.
"We're not a group of radicals.
We're a group of people dedicated
to a cause."
Most Machinists, who at Eastern
represented mechanics and other
maintenance worker, have gone on
to other jobs, in most cases for less
pay.
Though there seems to be no serious hope for settlement of the
strike, the Machinists said they are
showing they won't give in to what

they call Lorenzo's union-busting
and dismantling of Eastern.
"I think basically the accomplishment of the strike is a philosophical, idealistic one," said Elaine
Segura, a 20-year Eastern veteran
clerk who struck with her husband,
Paul, a 23-year mechanic. "These
people who have suffered for a
year still have the enthusiasm and
perseverance. The answer to Lorenzo is still no."
The strike virtually shut down
Eastern at first when pilots and
flight attendants joined the nearly
9,000 Machinists.
Eastern filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy reorganization five
days later and began hiring new
workers while trying to rebuild as a
smaller carrier. Today, Eastern has
18,000 employees, compared to
more than 30,000 before the strike,
and 800 daily flights, compared to
nearly 1,100 when the strike began.
The carrier is losing $2 million a
day as it struggles to emerge from
bankruptsy protection. The pilots
and flight attendants ended their
sympathy strikes three months ago,
but Eastern has taken only a few
back, saying it has no openings.
Management did not mark the
strike anniversary, spokesman
Robin Mate11 said. "The bottom
line is a year later, there are no
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By Abigail
Van Buren

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

rected to "Sick of Her"-the woman
who complained about a co-worker
who is always telling her something
"for her own good."( Her skirt is too
long; her hair is "too red," etc.)
I, too, have someone- my sister
- who feels compelled to make gratuitous"helpful"remarks to improve
me. It used to irritate me beyond
measure until I heard my stepsona liberal United Congregational
Church minister- preach a sermon
entitled "Choosing Your Audience."
It liberated me forever. I have shared
the gist ofit with many others whom
it has also set free. The thrust is that
Jesus Christ is the sole member of
your audience whom you need to
consider or even think about.
I am not particularly religious,
but now Ican look at someone who is
"helping" me, and say aloud, or to
myself, "He/she is not in my audience."
Perhaps "Sick of Her" could
merely look at her benefactor and
say, "Thanks, but you're not in my
audience." Give it a try. It works.
LIBERATED
IN WALNUT CREEK
DEAR LIBERATED: I am for
anything that works. If it lifts
the spirits, minimizes the hurt,
bolsters the confidence and
hurts no one, I say,"Go for it."
* * *

CONFIDENTIAL TO H.T. IN
WASHINGTON,D.C.:Revenge is
seldom sweet; it usually cdmes
too late.
* * *

Here lean up-to-date guide for formal
church weddings, at-home weddings or
second-time-around weddings. To order,
send a long, business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money order for
$3.95 ($4.50 in Canada( to: Dear Abby,
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is included.

Volunteer.

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

WFRE FIGHTING FOP
YCXJR LIFE

4
American Heart
Association V;

Every time he orders another round,
his family winds up paying for it.

Total All Three = 377.60 per year
For only pennies a day (17.48) you can subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times for all your local news for less
than 1/2 the cost of the Paducah Sun or less than 1/3 the
cost of the Courier-Journal.
We've all known him,the dnnker whojust doesn't know how to stop. He's the guy
who orders round after round.Join him for a quick drink and hell be out for hours.
But, do you know what's happening to his family? Round after round of
fighting,anger and pain. Followed by another round of tears, apologies and promises. It's as predictable as the next drink.
.If you live with someone who has a drinking problem, you're as trapped
as he is...and you're the one who has to be strong enough to get help. Today,
before another round begins, call Charter Hospital. The last call for alcohol and
drug abuse.

Milerray Ledger & Times
Call

753-1916
To Subscribe

CALL FOR A FREE CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT.

CH A-RTER
COUNSELING CENTER

Q.

104 N. 5th St., Murray

753-8494
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Letters to the Editor

Reader applauds airport
personnel for dedication
Dear Editor,
I recently was in Murray on business, attending a seminar at Murray State University. I flew my
own small plane into the local airport just outside of town and was
impressed with the facility (courteous service, clean). It was several
days later that I really appreciated
the thoughtful personnel that operate the facility.
The weather had taken a decided
turn for the worse. I had been
unable to return to the airport to
check on my old (1946 era) airplane. I had been more than a little
bit concerned since winds had
picked up and are incredibly hard
on small planes tied out in them. It
was a real relief when I made it
back to the airport and found that
the folks there had taken it upon
themselves to move it to a safe
location. When I tried to take

advantage of a break in the weather, I couldn't get the engine started
and again the airport folks were
more than helpful and would take
no compensation for their efforts.
When you travel as I do in a
little old airplane, you really are at
the mercy of other people. I w‘s
glad that the people of Murray
were as kind and thoughtful as they
turned out to be. I heartily recommend to anyone traveling through
the area by air that the Calloway
County airport deserves their support and that the citizens of Murray
have a facility of which they can be
proud.
I also wish to express my gratitude to the proprietors of the "Duiguid House Bed & Breakfast" for
their equal kindness and assistance.
Chuck Donaldson
Rt. 2, Box 457AA
Clay City, KY 40312

Retirees be warned: legislators
allowing pensions to be taxed
Dear Editor:
As a retiree trying to make ends
meet on a fixed income pension, I
was very much concerned over the
action of our state senators who by
27-10 defeated an amendment on
Senate Bill 4 which would have
exempted -private pensions from
being taxed.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that Kentucky's pension taxation
not only was unfair but unconstitutional due to the state taxing federal pensions, but not state and local
government pensions. I am pleased
to hear that the retired postal carriers will now be exempt from paying state tax on his/her pensions, a
privilege enjoyed, up to now, by
school teachers, etc.
However, if they are exempt,
what about the vast majority of
retired workers who must continue
to be taxed on their pensions?
The amendment to state senate
Bill 4 was proposed by Sen. Art
Schmidt and would have exempted
all pensions from state income tax.
Sen. David Williams said the
defeat of the Schmidt amendment

was not on financial grounds but
political and went on to say that
retired public employees have the
political clout to get their concerns
addressed while pensioners from
the private sector do not. He spoke
the truth as the long suffering
"silent majority" are just that
silent.
To all you retirees on private
pensions, wake up and be heard.
Remind your senators and representatives your vote put them in
office to look after your interest,
not just a privileged few. Let them
know we exist. Call them at home
or .at their office. Phone toll free
1-800-372-7181 and leave a message for them. Do it now as this
matter is still alive and our legislators can still put things right by
exempting all pensions from state
income tax. Let them know we also
worked hard for our pensions and
by-golly, they will feel our political clout come elections time.
Sincerely,
Hubert B. Gullett
132 Camelot Ct.
Russell, Ky. 41169

With Rooney, there's blame enough for everyone
"You're pretty quiet about this
Andy Rooney stuff," said Slats Grobnik."You going through some kind of
midlife, cowardly crisis?"
I'm pondering the situation. Give
me time.
"You don't need more time. It ought
to be plain as that honker on your face
who's in the wrong."
I assume you mean Rooney.
"Yeah. And the gays. And the
blacks. And you can throw in the
bosses at CBS."
They're all in the wrong?
"Sure. I've never seen such a bunch
of stupes. If they sued each other,
everybody would lose."
"I'm not sure I follow your
reasoning.
"You usually don't, so where do
you want me to start?"
With Rooney, since his troubles
began when he offended gays by
saying on the air that they are among
those who create their own problems,
just as people who smoke, drink and
others do.
"OK,N was stupid for saying that."
Yes, because he was insensitive
and wrong.
"No. Maybe insensitive, but that
ain't against the law or everyone
except Mother Teresa would be in jail.
But I don't think he was all wrong. His
mistake was he didn't explain what he
meant, or what I think ,he meant."
Which is?
"That some gays got AIDS because
they're dumb or don't give a damn.
What is it, some big secret that guys
who go in steam baths and mess
around with strangers can get a
disease?"
Yes, but most gays now understand
the risks and how to take precautions.

"Then how come they're always
leaning on politicians for publicity
campaigns about how to avoid catching it? If gays know about unsafe sex,
why do we need publicity? I'll tell you
why. Because there are still guys who
don't have the sense to say: 'Thank
you, but since we ain't been formally
introduced, I think I'll keep my pants
on.' And I think that's what Rooney
was trying to say."
But what about that long letter he
wrote to the gay magazine,expressing
his personal disgust with gay sex
practices.
"He was half stupid. He shouldn't
have wrote the letter. But if he had to
write it, he should have just said:
'Sorry I made you mad. Sincerely,'
and let it go at that. If GM sells you a
lemon, that's about all they say."
But what about the contents of the
letter. He said he didn't think gay sex
was proper or natural.
"So? Millions of people agree with
him. They write letters to newspapers
all the time. Should they be fired from
their jobs? This country is full of all
kinds of buttinsky preachers telling
people they're sinners. If they don't
get fired, why should-Rooney? Hey,if
the gays want Rooney fired, then what
about that congressman who messed
around with the page boy?"
You mean Gerry Studds?
"Yeah. He has sex with some teen-

age page in Congress, a kid only 17,
but Studds is still on the job. Congress
didn't throw him out. So what's worse,
writing a letter like Rooney did, or a
congressman rolling some teen-age
boy in the sack?"
Ah,but the voters in Studd's district
re-elected him. They decided to overlook his indiscretion.
"Fine. Then let the people who
watch '60 Minutes' take a vote on
Andy Rooney."
You may have a point. But there is
also the business about his supposedly
telling a gay reporter that blacks have
watered down'their genes, although
he denied saying it.
"Dumb. He shouldn't have talked to
- the reporter. He should have said: 'I
ain't got no comment, I ain't never
gonna have a comment, and even if I
had a comment I wouldn't give it away
free, and you can quote me on that."
But what about the statement concerning black genes?
"Look, I don't know much about
genes, but I think I know what Rooney
was trying to say in his own mopcy
way."
Which is?
"Jeez, how many stories and studies
been done on this? What do they call
it, 'the underclass'? You got poor
teen-age girls and they have babies
and drop out of school.•So they can
barely read or write and the boyfriend
takes a walk. Then their kids do the
same thing, and they can barely read
or write. And the next batch does the
same 14g. So after a few generations, what have you got? I don't know
much about IQ tests, but I guarantee
that most of those kids won't pass for
Albert Einstein. And if that ain't a
problem, how come I keep reading

about kids graduating from ghetto
schools who can hardly read their
diplomas?"
But. you can understand why many
blacks would be offended by even a
misguided suggestion that some of
them are genetically inferior.
"Sure,just like I'm offended when I
see that guy Louis Farrakhan getting
big fees on college campuses and
going on TV and bum-rapping whites
and Jew-baiting. I bet he thinks my
genes are worse than a chimp's. But
does anybody say he can't do it? No.
Freedom of speech, right? Or that
sleazy preacher and those lawyers in
New York who played the race game
and hokecl up the phony rape case? I
don't sec them losing their law
licenses."
I would be remiss if I didn't
mention the Boston case, in which a
black man was falsely accused of
murder.
"Yeah, but at least that lying white
scumbag had the decency to jump off
a bridge. I ain't seen those New York
lawyers. doing any swan dives."
Well, you seem to have covered
everyone.
-"No, there's the wimps at CBS.
Ain't that where Edward R.-Morrow
worked?"
Yes, they still brag about it.
"Then those wimps should have
said: 'Rooney's going to stay until
Studds gets tossed out of Congress
and Farrakhan shuts up. He might be a
mope, but he's our niope. So we're
defending one of our most precious
rights."
Freedom of speech?
"No, freedom to insult each other.
What do you want, the whole country
to die of boredom?"

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
shourd be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
p4blished.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History

w,

Today is Monday, March 5, the 64th day of 1990. There are 301 days
left in the year.
Today's
highlight
in
history:
On March 5, 1770, the Boston Massacre took place as British soldiers
who had been taunted by a crowd of colonists opened fire, killing several
people.
On this date:
In 1766, a Spanish official, Don Antonio de Ulloa, arrived in New
Orleans to take possession of the Louisiana Territory from the French.
In 1867, an abortive Fenian uprising against English rule took place in
Ireland.
In 1868, the Senate was organized into a Court of Impeachment to
decide charges against President Andrew Johnson.
In 1933, in Germany, the Nazi. Party won a majority of seats in parliamentary elections.
In 1946, former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, during an
address at Westminster College in Fulton, Mo., spoke of an "Iron Curtain" stretching from the Baltic to the Adriatic.
In 1953, Soviet leader Josef Stalin died at the age of 73 after 29 years
in power.
In 1970, a nuclear non-proliferation treaty went into effect after 43
nations ratified it.
\
In 1976, the British pound fell beloilthe equivalent of two dollars for
the ittSt time.
In 1977, President Carter to6k ques OnS from 42 telephone callers in
26 states on a netwok radio call • program moderated by Walter
(
--- Cronkite.
Ten years ago: Senator HowarL.1ker of Tennessee dropped out of the
race for the Republican presfdentiai nomination.
Five years ago: The Pentagon suspended part of its huge annual-payment to General Dynamics Corp., citing evidence that the defense contractor had billed the government for unauthorized expenses.
One year ago: Machinistskriking Eastern Airlines withdrew an immediate threat to picket the nation railroads, after a federal judge issuedan
order temporarily prohibiting ail workers from honoring the Eastern
picket lines.
Today's Birthdays: Actot,4Rex Harrison is 82. Actor Dean Stockwell is
54. Football player-turned-actor Fred Williamson is 52. Violinist Eugene
Fodor is 40.
Thought for today: "Whoever named it necking was a poor judge of
anatomy." — Groucho Marx, American comedian (1890-1977).
— By The Aseed•14.4 Press
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery:
Kentucky Cash: 2-9-5.
Weekly
Lotto:
10-1148-37-40-41.
Estimated jackpot: $1
million.
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Ten years ago
arent Boston, senior. at Murray
High School, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fil Boston, has been named a finalist in Merit Scholarship Corporation Competition, according to
Murray High School Principal Roy
Weatherly.
The number of cases heard in
Calloway County District Court
last year increased by 524 over
1978 total caseload with a marked
jump in traffic violations, misdemeaners and small claims, and a
decrease in juvenile cases.
Hugh Massey, Paul Maggard and
Gary Marquardt are pictured with
fish caught while on a fishing trip
to Sycamore Landing, Tenn.
Twenty years ago
John Ed Scott, local weather
observer, said on March 4 that 1.60
inches of rain had fallen since the
first of the month.
T-Sgt. Jerry B. Overcast, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast, has
been reassigned to 67th Aero Space
Recovery and Rescue Squadron at
Woodbridge, England.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Parrish, Feb. 22;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young,
Feb. 25; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Moran, Feb. 26.
Mrs. Will Starks was honored on
her 95th birthday on Feb. 24 by her
two daughters, Mrs. William Whitnell of Murray and Mrs. Dallas
Rummager of Jackson, Ohio.
Thirty years ago

The A & P Grocery has
..reopened on Maple Street in the
former location of Chevrolet Garage. The store on East Main Street
was destroyed by fire recently.
Windsor Tripp is store manager.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Imes, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Howard, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. W.D. McKinney, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Norris
Rowland. .
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Douglas
beat Hazel and North Marshall beat
College High. High team scorers
were Cooper for Douglas, Erwin
for Hazel, Spiceland for North
Marshall and Jamie Washer and
Jerry Wallace for College High.
Forty years ago
An average of $26.81 per 100
pounds was reported for sale of
dark fired tobacco this season on
Murray Market.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament
played at Carr Health Building,
Murray State College, Sharpe beat
Murray High and Hardin beat Murray Training. High team scorers
were English for Sharpe, Jeffrey
for Murray High, Gardner for
Hardin, and Jackson for Murray
Training.
The Rev. Samuel McKee has
resigned as pastor of First Presbyterian Church, Murray, to
become pastor of First Presbyterian
Church, Sturgis.
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"Numbs up for vinegar-water gargle
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would like to
know if it is acceptable to gargle with
vinegar water.
DEAR READER: I don't see why
not. Throat irritation can often be relieved by gargling with mild antiseptic solutions; dilute vinegar, which is
slightly acidic, and salt water (one
teaspoon of salt per glass of hot water) are such solutions.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 62-yearold female diagnosed with a form of
porphyria called hereditary coproporphyria. My doctor says it was
brought on by two medicines I was
taking. What's your opinion on this
rare disease? Just how serious is it?
DEAR READER- Hereditary coproporphyria is one of several rare
genetic diseases caused by a deficiency of an enzyme necessary for the
normal meUbolism of hemoglobin,
the pigment in red blood cells.
The formation of hemoglobin depends on a series of about eight biochemical reactions in the body. Each
reaction requires a specific enzyme;
thus, the type of porphyria depends on
which enzyme is lacking or
decreased.
Hereditary coproporphyria, for example, is due to deficient amounts of
the enzyme coproporphyrinogen oxi-

dame. This results in an excess buildup
of the natural product coproporphyrin, which cannot be converted to
the next substance in the biochemical
chain. The coproporpbyrin is excreted
in the urine and the stools, and can be
measured to establish the diagnosis.
The disease causes nerve malfunction, I ding to abdominal pain, vomiting, constipation, back and leg pain,
weakness and tingling of the arms and
legs. In rare but severe cases, hypertension, rapid pulse, sweating, seizures, hallucinations, paralysis, coma
and death may occur. Patients also
suffer from photosensitivity; they
may develop severe blistering on exposed skin surfaces.
Like other forms of porphyria, hereditary coproporphyria does not produce constant symptoms. Rather, the
ailment causes periodic acute attacks
that can be precipitated by infection,
crash dieting, female hormone therapy and many medicines. Such drugs
include barbiturates, sulfa, anti-convulsants and
anti-hypertensives.
Therefore, patients with porphyria
must not take any medicine unless it
has been approved by a physician because drugs can trigger symptoms of
this hereditary disease.
Treatment of acute attacks involves pain control, a high-carbohydrate diet, management, of specific

symptoms (such as drugs to lower
blood pressure)and -- in severe cases
— the intravenous administration of
hematin, a medicine that lowers coproporphyrin excretion
In all instances, prevention of acute
attacks is preferable to treating attacks in progress. Therefore, you
should follow your physician's instructions. Coproporphyria can be serious, but the consequences of the disease are generally preventable.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Help I — Physical Illness.*
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3669. Be sure to mention
the title.
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than 3,000 office and maintenance
workers began Friday.
Greyhound has been operating
with 700 replacement drivers plus,
it says, 350 union drivers who
crossed picket lines. But the Amalgamated Council of Greyhound
Local Unions said only 95 unionrepresented drivers were behind the
wheel.
Some strikers who wouldn't
cross the picket lines did stay off
them Sunday in memory of a coworker crushed to death by a bus
while picketing in Redding, Calif.
Police did not charge the
replacement driver and said the
death appeared to be accidental.
Strikers in Jacksonville, Fla.,

Olympia, Wash., and Minneapolis
reported being struck by buses driven by replacement drivers over
Greyhound drivers were returnthe weekend, but there were no sering to the picket lines today after
ious injuries.
holding back for a day in memory
Shots were fired at a bus in Chiof a striker crushed by a bus driven
cago on Friday; charter drivers in
by a replacement. Fewer companies
Spokane, Wash., found bus electrithan expected applied to take over
cal systems vandalized Sunday
Greyhound's routes.
morning, and a passenger in PhiThe union, meanwhile, said the
ladelphia was charged Sunday with
company turned down a request to
spraying a striker with Mace.
resume talks, but America's only
Also in Philadelphia, vice presinationwide bus system said it
dent of the Amalgamated Transit
hasn't formally been asked.
Union local, John Bal, was arrested
The union and Greyhound Lines
Saturday and charged with criminal
Inc. also quibbled Sunday over
how many union drivers have
mischief for breaking a mirror off a
crossed picket lines since the strike
Greyhound bus, police said.
affecting 6,300 drivers and more
Two Greyhound employees were
arrested Saturday in Mount Laurel,
N.J., on charges of disabling a bus
there, police said.
The Interstate Commerce Commission said fewer small bus companies than expected had applied to
serve Greyhound routes during the
Frances Drake
strike.
An ICC board approved four_
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1990
temporary applications in the East,
but none of the companies serves
ARIES
points south of Virginia, said
feelings of others.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
NOM
AQUARIUS
Glenn Eady, ICC regional comYou'll bring a domestic project to a (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
pliance officer in Philadelphia.
successful conclusion. Tonight could
Career matters are best dealt with
"The response is not what we
find you preoccupied with a. career early in the day. Despite some
expected,"
he said Sunday.
concern. Keep the lines of successes today, you may be left
with
The
dispute
over whether the
communication open. Don't shut a vague feeling of dissatisfactio
n
union has sought to resume talks
others out.
tonight. Don't be so hard on yourself.
centers on a meeting Friday night
TAURUS
PISCES
*Ow
in Scottsdale, Ariz., between union
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
president Edward M. Strait and P.
Partners work well together as a
You'll have a better time by
team today. Success is with you in a
Anthony Lannie, Greyhound execuyourself or with a close companion
group activity. Don't let someone's than at a group activity today.
tive
vice president and chief
You
lack of feedback cause you to doubt relate well with a.child.
Stay clear of negotiator.
yourself.
negative types.
Chairman Fred G. Currey said
GEMINI
YOU BORN TODAY are drawn to Saturday the company 'had received
(May 21 to June 20)
public service and have a genuine no formal request to resume
Though it's full steam ahead for
interest in helping others. You work
negotiations.
you in career concerns today, you
well with groups and have a keen
But union spokesman Nick
may experience delays now about a sense of responsibility. You're most
Nichols
said, "I don't know what
financial matter. Partners may not be
at home in an artistic career, for you
he defines as formal. What do they
in agreement about the use of joint
have a fine imagination and usually
need, an engrayed invitation?'
assets.
are creatively talented. You do best
Another spokesman, Jeffrey NelCANCER
with encouragement, but sometimes
(June 21 to July'22)
OPE will wilt if overly "criticized. son, reiterated on Sunday the
Joy comes through cuLtural
union's belief that it had sought
Businesses allied to the arts
interests today. Travel and pleasure sometimes appeal to you. Birthdate
new talks.
outings are favored now, but you may
of: Lou Costello, actor; Ring Lardner,
The two sides were reported to
find a partner's self-preoccupation
writer; and Elizabeth Barrett
be divided over wages and job
disconcerting tonight.
Browning, poet.
security.
LEO

Your Individual
Horoscope

tle-

History contest draws record number;
local middle, high schools win awards
A record number of students —
358 — participated in the third
annual West Kentucky History
Competition on March 1 at Murray
State University.
Middle and high school students
were tested on their knowledge of
world civilization and American
history. Individual winners, who
received ribbons and framed certificates, were:
Middle school, world civilization
— First place, Averie Peyton, Wassom Middle School, Ft. Campbell;
second place, Tim Durbin, St.
Mary, Paducah; and third place,

Will Bruce, SL Mary, Paducah.
Middle school, American history
— First place, Brian Eugene Wilson, Carlisle County; second place,
Rob Carpenter, Murray; third
place, Betsy Ward, Hickman.
High school, world civilization
— First place, lbsh Reynolds,
Heath; second place, Matt Lawson,
Murray; third place, Thomas
Daniels, Murray.
High school, American history
— First place, Scou Andrus, Murray; second place, Michael Combs,
Hopkinsville; third place Chris
Green, Carlisle County.

Plaques and boots were awarded
to the top schools in each category,
based on the 10 highest teat scores.
Middle school winners were Calloway County with 896 points in the
world civilization and Carlisle
County with 1,124 points in the
American history.
Top high schools were Murray,
with 1,026 points in world civilization, and Calloway County with
1,095 points in American history.
The competition was sponsored
by the Department of History at
Murray State.

Outgoing Miss USA says all her prizes
were not received, she was overworked

Greyhound drivers return to picketing
after day of mourning for dead striker

(July 23 to Aug.22)
Behind-the-scenes activities are
favored now. It's a good day to catch
up with uncompleted tasks. Use time
by yourself constructively and don't
dwell on limitations.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Getting together with friends is
favored early in the day, but later you
may not be in a very social mood. A
problem with a child could concern
you tonight.
-LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
lea5
Financial prospects improve now
and you'll be pleased with today's
career developments. Teen-agers
may well feel a parent doesn't
understand. Don't let yourself get
down tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
CIE
You may be overthinking a
problem. Give intuition a chance to
work. Though a meeting with an
adviser goes well, you may feel a bit
tongue-tied toward nightfall.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Meetings with bankers and
real-estate agents about property
interests are favored, but there may
be some delays about monies due you
right now. Try to remain patient.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan 19)
This is a good day to share
thoughts and sentiments with close
ties, but hold off on your tendency to
want the final word. Don't ignore the

Here's Hope, Jesus Cares For You!

REVIVAL

WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — One
day after her successor was
crowned, Miss USA 1989 complained she hadn't received all her
prizes, was required to work
12-hour days during her reign and
was refused permission to visit her
sick grandmother.
Last year's winner, Gretchen
Polhemus, said she considered
quitting at one point, and advised
the new Miss USA to get legal help
before she signs a contract.
"I told. her to get an attorney.
There's a lot of things in that contract that are unclear," Miss Polhemus said.
Miss Pothemus told The Wichita
Eagle in an interview. published
Sunday that she threatened to boycott Friday's telecast of the pageant
finals in Wichita unless she
received the 'remaining $5,000
worth of prizes.
She said she wasn't allowed any
sick leave although she worked 12
hours a day, a schedule two or
three times more demanding than
promised by pageant officials.
Miss Polhemus said she wasn't
allowed to visit her grandmother in
Arlington, Texas, as preparations
were underway for the pageant.
"I just wanted to tell her I love
her," said Miss Polhemus. The
grandmother has suffered three
strokes, she said.
Pageant spokeswoman Sara
Meza said she didn't realize the
grandmother was that sick.
Ms. Meza said Miss Polhemus
would have received the rest of the
prizes — $1,300 in wardrobe

expense money, $3,000 worth of
airline tickets and some camera
equipment —.even without the new
agreement. They will be delivered
in two weeks, she said, adding that
pageant officials renegotiated Miss
Polhemus' contract to give her

more days off after she
complained.
At a news conference Saturday,
this year's Miss USA, Carole Gist,
20, of Detroit, said she hadn't
signed a contract yet and hadn't
talked to Miss Polhemus.

WANTED
10 Homes For

REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
Test Market Offer
The American Window Mfg. Co. is looking for a limited
number of homes that need replacement windows.
Those homeowners will be given the opportunity of
having American Thermal Insulated windows installed
at a very low cost. Our new product can be used on any
-type of home. These windows come in a choice of colors
and are now going to be introduced to the local market.
Your home can be a show place in your vicinity, and we
will make it worth your while if we can use your home.

WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN VINYL SIDING
AND CUSTOM TRIM WORK...
For more information call

1400-2844051
Call Toll-Free 7 Days Per Week
Day or Night.

A
PARKING
TICKET
YOU'RE GLAD
TO GET

March 4th-9th, 7 p.m.
Dan-en Miller, Evangelist
Bob Meador, Music Director
Special Music Nightly

New Mt. Cannel Broadcast
Each Sunday Over WNBS
7:00 p.m.

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
BAPTIST CHURCH
New

Concord
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Talks will not resume

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Hwy. 121

SAVE ON YOUR LODGING.
Discount coupon. Clip and Save.
Now's a great time to park
yourself at a Tennessee State
Park. Our woods, hiking trails,
lakes, fishing and peaceful, relaxing atmosphere are all free. And
with this parking ticket you save
20% per night on your stay at
our already modestly-priced
cabins and resort hotels.
Offer good Sunday through
Thursday nights only. February
1 through April 30,1990. Not
valid with any other discount, including Senior Citizen and State
Employee. Sub*ct to room
availability.
Otter valat •t these parks Etts Flodge
C edam ot Lebanon. Chakasaw Cumberland Moo...tam Edgar IF so, Fall Creel, Falls Items lc
Roll Motive/ Trete. Morns DOT Par,. 1 anding I's ken
andmg Reelt.su I ake R....

or intormatton or a free
brochure on Tennessee State
Parks. call 1-800-421-608.1 or
write Tennessee State Parks,
'01 Broad Street. Nashville. .
Tennessee 3,243-044a.

STATE PARKS
'

\k-ernari Shelby Forest Montaorners
Mandrna Stone and T
Ford

UT

k.
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_MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception planned Sunday
MI. and Mrs. Charles H.(Buddy)
Irvin of Hazel will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, March 11.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Community Room of
the North Branch of Peoples Bank,
Chestnut and North 12th Streets,
Murray.
All relatives and friends arc
invited to attend. The couple
requests that guests not bring gifts.
The event will be hosted by their
daughter and son-in-law, Lynda
and Larry Ward. Assisting will be
their grandson, Barry Ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin were married
March 10, 1940, by Charlie Sweat,
a minister of the Church of Christ,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Taylor of Henry County,
Tenn.
Mrs. Irvin, the former Omeda
McCallum, is the daughter of the
late W.A. McCallum and Ninie
Hughes McCallum of Purycar,
Term.
Mr. Irvin is the son of the late
Charlie Irvin and Eva Dalton Irvin
of Hazel.

•

Greg Maupin
on list for
liver transplant
Greg Maupin, 18, is on the list
for a liver transplant at a hospital
at Memphis, Term. He was .a freshman in college until Dec. 18 when
he became ill.
He is now at his home in Shelbyville, Tenn.
•
Maupin is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Harold Maupin Jr. of
Shelbyville. His mother is the former Jackie Blakley of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Lavelle Loudermilk of Shelbyville
and the late James Blakley, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Maupin Sr. of Tiline, and Mrs. Lorene Rector and
husband, Nate, Clovis, Calif., all
formerly from Murray.
Greg is the great-grandson of
Mrs. Cordie Murphy and the late
Tryman Murphy and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Bub Maupin, all of
Murray.
Funds are needed to help with
the expenses of the liver transplant.
Donations may be sent to Greg
Maupin Trust Fund, First National
Bank, P.O. Box 500 (West Public
Square), Shelbyville, Tenn. 37160.
For more information call
1-615-684-7511.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.(Buddy)Irvin

DATEBOOK
Dexter seniors plan potluck
Dexter Senior Citizens will have their monthly potluck luncheon on
Tuesday, March 6, at the Dexter Community Center. The center will open
at 9:30 a.m. for activities. Elsie Springer Is director at Dexter center.

Prayer Day for Women Tuesday
Sr. Pat Froning, O.S.F. Director of Missions and spiritual director at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, will be featured at the Prayer Day for Women
on Tuesday, March 6, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.M. in Parish Center of St.
Leo's Catholic Church. The afternoon will end with a prayer service in
church. Sr. Froning's topics will be "Women in Scripture," "Women of
Wisdom" and "Women of God." Lunch will be provided.

Presbyterian Women to meet
The Women of First Presbyterian Church will meet Tuesday. March 6,
at 7 p.m. at the church. Margaret Terhune will be sharing some of her
experiences of her recent trip to China. Afl women are invited to attend.

Group II will hear Jones speak
Group 11 of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will meet Tuesday, March 6, at 2 p.m. in the church parlor. Melody Jones
of the Murray Police Department will present a program on "Home Security." Rubye Pool will present the devotion. Hostesses will be Verna
Roberts and Imogene Scott.

Special prayer programs planned
The Week of Prayer for Home Missions is being observed this week by
women of First Baptist Church. "I Will Tell the Good News" will be the
theme of the programs. The Annie Armstrong Easter offering goal is $41
million for the nation and $8,600 for First Baptist. Meetings will be
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday at 9:30 a.m. in the
church chapel, and at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in the church sanctuary. The
prayer line number is 1-800-554-PRAY.

Club ladies will play bridge
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, March
7, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations call Nancy Haverstock, 753-0409, or
Cathryn Garrott, 753-7809.

—r

Singles will meet on Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, March 6, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building, North 12th
Street. Janice Turner will the leader for a discussion on "Ending it With
Style." Following the meeting, the group will adjourn to Shoney's for
refreshments. This is a nonprofit, apolitical, nondenominational support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, divorced, separated or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.

Free checks to be given Tuesday
Greg Maupin

Fret blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, March 6, from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets. This is a public service of the church and the public is
invited.

Genealogical Society will meet
THEATRES

Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, March 6, at
4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all
persons interested in genealogy, according to Jean Murdock, president.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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School Breakfast-Week planned
National School Breakfast Week
is being observed this week, March
4-10, by the Calloway County and
Murray City Schools, according to
Joanna Adams and Judy Hina, food
service directors for Calloway and
Murray Schools respectively.
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
issued a proclamation for School
Breakfast Week. He says "The
school breakfast program is dedicated to the health and well-being
of children throughout our Commonwealth and nation."
"School breakfast promotes
learning. Everyone needs breakfast,
especially children and teenagers.
After all, you can't teach a hungry
child," Adams and Hina said.
The link between breakfast and
performance has been clearly
shown through research. Children
who eat an adequate breakfast
accomplish more in school. For
example, they develop better math
and problem-solving skills.
"Breakfast skippers achieve less.
By mid-morning — the peak teaching hours — their energy level,
attention span and ability to concentrate are limited. Absenteeism,
tardiness and poor discipline are
higher when kids are hungry," the
food service directors said.
Adams and Hina said "Calloway
County and Murray City schools
want children to get the most from
school — to become all they can
be! Many students already enjoy a
nutritious., appealing, yet inexpensive school breakfast. Like school
lunch, breakfast can be 'free,'
'reduced-price,' depending on a
family's ability to pay."
The USDA monitors the breakfast program and requires that the
menu is balanced with a variety of
nutritious foods. School breakfast
provides the nutrients and calories
a child needs for growth, energy
and health, Adams and Hina added.

Calloway County Middle School students line up for breakfast.
Cafeteria Manager and breakfast cashier Mildred Adams helps to
start the day right for student, front to back, Jessica Fulcher, Chris
Phillips, Heidi Wilson, Kristie Baker and Ben %tiers. Approximately 500 Calloway school students eat breakfast each mining.
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Church.
Murray Middle School students are pictured eating breakfast at the
school cafeteria. They are, from left, Mickey Stalls, Paul Tefft,
Jeremy Olive and Christian Carter. Breakfast is served to approximately 275 students each day at Head Start, Murray High, Murray
Middle, Carter and Robertson schools in the city system.

Versace soars to new hemline heights
By DANIELA PETROFF
AP Fashion WOW

MILAN, Italy (AP) — If Gianni
Versace was daring last season
when he hiked his hemlines 10
inches above the knee, this time
he's darn right fresh with skirts so
tiny they no longer cover anything.
The peek-a-boo effect of the new
fall-winter collection presented in
Rome on Sunday was no accident.
The flamboyant designer, favorite
son of the showbiz crowd, presented them in a variety of styles
from derriere hugging jersey dresses• and skirts, to elaborately
embroidered silk cocktail gowns.
Also super short was the 1990's
Versace version of the loose trapeze dress first launched in the
1960's.
Gianni was a bad boy when it
came to his evening wear too, slitting the side of a floor length gown
straight up the leg. The same gown
has a plunging backline which
joins the slit at the waist in a single
snap. What happens if the snap
were to pop is anybody's guess.
Apart from a few raised eyebrows, mainly .,from the staid
Milanese crowd on the first day of
the four day ready-to-wear collections, the general consensus was
that whatever Gianni does he does
so well he can get away with it.
One of the things Versace does
best is jeweled embroidery, which
this season he uses heavily to
divert attention from the many bare
spots in his collection.
Thus a tiny A-line silk dress,
which is really no more than a slip,
becomes a sumptuous cocktail

gown when Versace stiches a myriad of shimmering crystals and
pearls in the form of a heart down
the back or across the front.
Bustier tops made up entirely of
encrusted jewels give substance to
the micro skirt below, while simple
silk stretch pants turn into sophisticated evening wear when decorated
with paisely or floral prints shaped
entirely out of rich sequins.
Plumage on hemlines and waistlines are another filler in the
collection.
To further make up for the skimpy styles underneath, the Versace
jacket is loose and full with wide
sleeve and generous shawl collar,
in bright shades of blue, green, yellow and red.
Speaking of red, Versace uses
cardinal red heavily in his new
winter fashion, throwing down the
gauntlet to fellow Italian designer
Valentino, who up to now had the
monopoly on the rich and elegant
shade.
The four-day Italian ready to
wear shows got off to a fresh start
Sunday morning with the Emporio
Armani (a Giorgio Armani label
aimed at the younger set) fallwinter 1990-1991 collection full of
fun ideas for the chilly months
ahead.
According to Armani, heavy knit
sweaters will be worn over jackets
next winter, boots will reach the
thigh to protect legs bared by
melon shaped mini skirts and bermuda shorts, and jump suits will be
knitted and worn with a scarf tied
around the waist for extra coziness.
During the trend-setting Milanese fashion week such top Italian

names as Krizia, Ferre, Fendi, Missoni Gennyi and Byblos will present their new winter wears. Most
of the shows take place in the fashion pavillion of the modern trade
fair on the outskirts of Milan.
However some of the big names in
Italian style prefer to show in more
exclusive surroundings.
The five Roman Fendi sisters
have rented an elegant palazzo for
their much awaited fur show Tuesday night, while Armani, the
"numero uno" of Italian ready to
wear, will close the shows Wednesday night with his label collection
presented in the theater of his
downtown Milan headquarters.

Garner, Moore
inducted in Cowboy
Hall of Fame's Hall
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
James Garner, who played
"Maverick" in the TV series, and
Clayton Moore, who was TV's
"The Lone Ranger," will be
inducted into the National Cowboy
Hall of Fame's Hall of Great Western Performers.
The pair will be honored at the
annual Western Heritage Awards
and Silver Anniversary Celebration
on March 17 at the Oklahoma City
museum, the museum announced
Saturday.
Entertainer Glen Campbell will
serve as master of ceremonies.
Hosts for the evening are actors
Steven Ford,am Elliott and Clu
Gulagcr, star' of the 1960s television series "The Virginian."
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"GRAND OPENING"

Driving
Miss Daisy (PG)
cOMING SOON
Hunt For Red October
Bargain &lathe's
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Adults 3.00 Children 2.50
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Julie's Family

Monday, March 5th
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
Sundays 1 to 5
Come Visit Golden Image For a Deep Golden Tan!
You will receive 1 rree Visit with the
Purchase of 300 mm. Package '25"

Restaurant
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

Owners:
Julie & Terry Vance

Located Directly Behind Jerry's Restaurant
(Formerly Happiness Place)

1104 Story Avenue
Owners: Bruce Walker
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Open:
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Thur.-Sat. 6 a.m.-10 p.m.

Call 753-7455
Judy Walker

S. 12th St.
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Grogan-Rogers wedding to be April 14
Mr. and Mrs. 'sue Grogan of Rt.
5, Murray, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Hope Lane, to Bryan Kelly Rogers,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers of
Rt. 1., Farmington.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Estelle Grogan
and the late Melvin Grogan and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Rogers. all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lovie Finney and the
late Bennie D. Finney of Farmington and of Rudy Rogers of Mayfield and Mrs. Sunshine Sanderson
of Metropolis, Ill.
Miss Grogan is a 1985 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
She is presently employed at
JCPenney of Murray.
Mr. Rogers is a 1981 graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is presently employed by his father.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, April 14, at 4
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church,
Hardin.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.
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Hope Lane Grogan and
Bryan Kelly Rogers to marry

—Community events listed
Monday, March 5
Auditions for roles of two boys,
ages 7 and 5, and one girl, age 3,
for "A Doll's House" will be at 7
p.m. in Robert E. Johnson Theatre,
Murray State University. For information call 762-4421.
Joint WMU Week of Prayer for
Home Missions program will be at
7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
- Events at Glendale Road Church
of Christ will include Weight Control Support Group at 6 p.m. and
Visitation at 6:30 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Handbell Choir at 5:30
p.m. and Boy Scout Troop 77 at
6:30 p.m.
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Events at First Baptist Church
will include Saints Alive at 11
a.m.; Week of Prayer program and
Instrumental Ensemble at 7 p.m.
• -,
Murray-Calloway rounty Camera Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.
Two night classes in cooking and
(-,sewing will both start at 6 p.m. in
Home Economics Department at
Calloway County High School.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Non-credit course on "Ballroom
and Western Dancing" for beginners will begin at 7;30 p.m. at
;
Murray State Univer14., For information call 762-2187.
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Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For Information call
753-0082.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
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TVA will hold a public meeting
on Lake Improvement plan at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at home of
Ann Herron.
Tuesday, March 6
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. with potluck at Dexter
Center; from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Louis Douthitt CPA will give

Tuesday, March 6
free income tax assistance at Senior
Citizens' office at St. John's Episcopal Church from 9 a.m. to 12
noon. For an appointment call
753-0929.

Tuesday, March 6
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.

Southwest Calloway Elementary
School will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.

Barrow Show and Sale will start
with weigh-in at 7 a.m., show at 11
a.m. and sale at 6 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission is
free.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Third annual Celebrate Women
conference will begin at 9 a.m. in
Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call
762-2187 or 753-9279.

United Methodist Women of
First United Methodist Church will
meet for social hour at 10 a.m. and
program at 10:30 a.m. executive
Board will meet at 9 a.m.

Murray State University Chamber Corchestra will perform at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Admission is free.

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority will
have a salad potluck dinner at 6
p.m. at home of Kathie Gentry.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

Murray Calloway County Swim
Team will meet at 7 p.m. at Malinauskas' home.

Non-credit course on genealogy
will begin at 5 p.m. in Pogue
Library, Murray State University.
For information call 762-2187.

Special program featuring Dr.
Bailey Smith by Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College Alumni
Association will be at 2 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. at Northside Baptist
Church, Mayfield.

Non-credit course on "Automotive Workshop" will begin at 6
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Vocalional Center. For information
call 762-2187.

Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United MetliOdist Church.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3rttln private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion at 4:30 p.m. at Carter
Elementary School; 50+ Fitness at
10 a.m. at Racer Arena, Murray
State University; Aerobics at 6:45
p.m. at Robertson Elementary
School.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross chapter house,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information cal 1-247-5469.
Spouse Abuse Program of Murray will have a Support Group for
Women at 12 noon. For information call 759-4050.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
Calloway County Genealogical
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m._
at Southside Manor Recreational Society will meet at 4 p.m. in
Room. For information call Annex of Calloway Public Library.
759-1625.
(Cont'd on page 14)
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Spock discusses child discipline
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Dr. Benjamin Spock says children of nearly every age get angry
but that does not mean parents
should allow them free reign in
expressing it.
"Certainly a child has a right to
communicate his or her angry feelings, and venting them is much
healthier than constantly repressing
them," Spock wrote in a recent
issue of Redbook, "but I believe
it's wise for parents to impose
some limitations on how those feelings are expressed."
The famous pediatrician said
children "should not be allowed to
intimidate, control or show disrespect for their parents."
Infants cry furiously when they
are hungry or colicky, but their
anger is directed at their discomfort, not their parents.
Once children reach age 1 or 2,
Spock wrote, their anger often is
unleashed in temper tantrums. They
have wishes and wills of their own
and can become indignant when
denied what they want.
"Even though temper tantrums
are common for children at this
age," Spock wrote, "it's wise for
parents to try to hold them to a
minimum as much as possible. This
can be done by avoiding those situations in which you will have to
say no, or by distracting the child
away from some object she can't
have."
If a tantrum erupts anyway,
don't back down or give in.
- "If you do," Spock wrote,
"she'll eventually catch on that
tantrums get her what she wants,
and she's likely to begin using
them as a deliberate tactic."
Try to arrest a tantrum quickly.
Yelling will further anger her. Perhaps your child will respond to a
peace gesture, such as the suggestion of a walk. Another child will
continue screaming while the
parent is in view, but will quiet
down when left alone. Distracting a
child with a toy or game also might
work.
By age 3, children have the vocabulary and language skills to ask
for what they want and understand
a parent's explanation of why they
can't have or do something.
Once a child has passed toddlerhood, his anger no longer erupts in
blind rage. At this stage, Spock
wrote, the way children display
their anger depends mainly on how
outspoken the parent has allowed
them to be.
"Those children who are discouraged from expressing their
feelings are likely to seethe inside,
and their anger will show itself as

Joan Kroc sells
California home
for $2.25 million
LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP) — Joan
Kroc, owner of the hamburger
'chain with the -golden arches, has
sold her four-bedroom, seven-bath
home here for $2.25 million.
Ms. Kroc, who owns the McDonald's restaurant chain, has built a
mansion at nearby Fairbanks
Ranch. Her home here was on the
market for more than a year before
it sold to Mason and Laurel
Pinnick.
The 6,500-square foot home,
which sits on nearly a half-acre,
was built in 1981 by actress Raquel
Welch's former husband, Jim
Welch.

sulkiness," he wrote, adding at the
other extreme is the child who feels
free to shout she hates her parents.
"My own feeling," Spock
wrote, "is that it's wise for parents
to acknowledge a child's anger,
and to occasionally talk about it
when a child is especially
perturbed.'
'
This allows the child to air anger
and resentment, helps keep the
child from feeling overly guilty
about her anger and shows that
parents aren't being unfair or
unreasonable.
"Children can blurt out any
manner of things when angry, but I
don't think it's wise for parents to
permit an angry child to speak
rudely or abusively," Spock wrote.
Parents may understand the

child's anger, he wrote, adding:
"But I believe that a parent
should ask for, and expect to
receive, a child's basic respect at
all times, for the sake of both the
parents and the child."
He said children feel guilty
about insulting a parent, which
may lead to further insults as she
seeks punishment or limits.
Spock said brief fits of anger are
normal, but warned that if a child
is chronically sulky, moody, ready
to explode at the slightest excuse
or provocation, there may be a real
problem.
"Occasional fits of anger are
normal," Spock wrote, "but if a
child is frequently or easily
enraged, she may be sending a signal for help."

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6/

Donald Glenn Repsher born
Mr. and Mrs. Don Repsher of Greenville, S.C., are the parents of a son,
Donald Glenn, weighing five pounds 10 ounces, measuring 183/4 inches,
born on Monday, Feb. 19, at Greenville Memorial Hospital, Greenville.
The mother is the former Joyce Wooden. They have one daughter, Katie,
51/2. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Repsher Sr. of Baltimore,
Md., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman and the late Glenn Wooden,
Murray.

Sean Christopher Patton born
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Patton of Rt. 8, Box 384, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Sean Christopher, weighing eight pounds seven ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 2:54 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County HospitaL The mother is the former Pam Harrell. Their other children are Whitney Chantelle, 9, and Jessica Brooks, 3. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Harrell of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Patton of
Fredonia. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Robbie Harper of Marion and
Mrs. C.O. Grotan of Murray.

Southwest plans skating party
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have its monthly skating
party on Tuesday, March 6, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
Students may skate for $4,25 each with SI. going to Parent-Teacher Association. Parents may skate for 25 cents.

Health Express lists weekly stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make runs
today, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Blood pressure, pulse, vision
and glaucoma screenings and Occult Blood Screening kits will be offered.
The express was at Henry, Tenn., this morning. On Tuesday from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. the express will be at Senior Citizen Center at Big Sandy, Tenn. The express will be at Piggly Wiggly at
Murray on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. On
Thursday the express will be at Coldwater Church of Christ from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Farmington First National Bank from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Premium
Quality Paper
Tableware
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' Nobody Bakes Like Grandma!
(we promise . . .)
Please come and try our fine
selection of baked goods and get

5

0°off with this coupon

Grandma Miller's
Open Tues.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
759-9536
407 N. 12 St.
-Inside Rolling Hills Nursery
•

BARGAIN TABLES

80
,

Lots & Lots of Goodies
OFF

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whoJwhat/where questions
about your new city
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative, its my job to hell)
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your now
neighborhood And more Call

9/.(7el*eggit.,
Hostoss Kathryn Outland 763 3079
Hostas, Ingiabotg Kong 492 8340

NOW THRU SATURDAY

Sandra Adams

HOME cc
4

has joined

Shear Lunacy
HAIRCUTS ONLY
s6-Men
s8-Women
Expires 4-14-90

753-2709

Please Present Coupon

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

1411 Olive

-
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SPORTS
Actions& Reactions
College basketball
LOS ANGELES — Hank Gathers, one of only two Division I players to lead the
nation in scoring and rebouncing in the same season, died Sunday night after collapsing during Loyola Marymount's West Coast Conference tournament game
against Portland He was 23 Gathers was pronounced dead at Daniel Freeman
Manna Hospital, where he was taken by ambulance alter collapsing in the first halt
He died at 6 55 p m PST, a school spokesman said The death was announced at
a news conference at the hospital that Gathers had been given cardiac resuscitation, but efforts to revrve him failed Gathers died one hour and 41 minutes after
collapsing Cardiologist Mason Weiss said cause of death was unknown and an
autopsy would be performed
6-foot-7. 210-pound senior center from Philadelphia. Gathers was forecast as a
first-round selection in this year's NBA draft It was the second time this season
that Gathers has collapsed on his home court clunng a game. On Dec 9 against
UC Santa Barbara, Gathers went to the foul line with 13 56 left in the second half.
missed his first free throw, stepped away from the foul line and went down. He
underwent several days of tests in a local hospital and returned after missing two
games
• • •
RALEIGH, N.C. — State investigators, already being assisted by the FBI, are considering use of a federal grand jury in their probe of alleged point-shaving by former North Carolina State basketball players. Bill Dowdy of the State Bureau of
Investigation said Sunday his agency has been unable to flush out the unidentified
former player who told ABC News last week that at least three players, including
Charles Shackleford, had conspired to shave points on at least lour games
• • •
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — The University of Maryland will be banned from postsea•
son play this year and in 1991 under NCAA sanctions against the men's basketball
program, The Sun of Baltimore reported Sunday In addition, NCAA sanctions also
include a ban from television next season, and the university also will likely have to
return $479,000 for reaching the second round of the NCAA tournament in 1988,
the Sun said.

Ticket information
CALLOWAY — Tickets for Thursday night's First Region Tournament game
between the Calloway County Lakers and the Graves County Eagles will go on
sale Tuesday at 9 a m at Calloway County High School Ticket prices are $4
(reserved chair). $3 (adult general admission) and $2 (student general admission).

Pro basketball
.0

Chicago's Michael Jordan scored 36 points. That ranks somewhere below "dog
bites man" news. Boston's Larry Bird scored 38 points. That's not big news, either.
The "man bites dog" news is that Bird, with a chance to tie the game, missed a
free throw with 11 6 seconds left and Jordan's Bulls beat Bird's Celtics 118-114
Sunday. Chicago's eight-game winning streak is its longest since 1980-81.
elie (Bird) didn t look like he was a step slow," said Jordan, who was outscored by
Bird 20-12 in the fourth quarter. "He looked like the old Bird to me except for missing the free throw down the stretch. But he's not a perfect individual."
• • •
In other NBA games, it was Detroit 111, Indiana 105, the Los Angeles Lakers 115,
Minnesota 96; and Phoenix 108, Cleveland 96.

Golf
MIAMI — Greg Norman chipped in for an eagle on the first extra hole and won a
four-man sudden death playoff Sunday in the Doral Open. Norman's 20-foot chip
from behind the first green beat Paul Azinger, Mark Calcavecchia and Tim Simpson and capped a spectacular day's play in which he was 12 under par for 19
hates. Norman rallied from seven strokes back with a course- and tournamentrecord 62, 10 under par. He capped that effort with a 35 foot par-saving putt on the
final hole and completed the regulation 72 holes at 273, 15 under par on Doral's
Blue Monster course Azinger missed a six-foot par putt on the final hole to set up
the playoff
• • •
INDIAN WELLS, Calif. — Lee Trevino struggled to an even-par 72 Sunday but
held on for a one-stroke victory in the Vintage Chrysler Invitational for his third
triumph in four Senior PGA tour events this year. Trevino had broken par in 11
consecutive rounds until the final round at The Vintage Club's Mountain Course.
But the round was still good enough for a 54-hole score of 205, earning Trevino
the $60,000 first prize Don Massengale, Mike Hill and Dale Douglass tied for second at 206
• • •
WA/LEA, Hawaii — Beth Daniel birdied the final two holes to capture the Women s
Kemper Open, her second straight tournament victory. Laura Davies hit a tree
fronting the 18th green on her second shot, missing an attempt to eagle the hole
and force a playoff. She was even for the tournament, and tied Rosie Jones for
second place Daniel, winner of last month's Hawaiian Ladies Open, shot 2-underpar 69 on the 6,139-yard Wailea Blue Course to complete a seven-stroke comeback over the final two rounds She shot a 66 Saturday

Tennis
INDIAN WELLS, Calif. — Martina Navratilova lost her lust set of the year but
rebounded Sunday to beat Heiena Sukova 6-2, 5-7, 6-1 in the championship match
of the Virginia Slims of Indian Wells
• • •
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands - Top-seeded Brad Gilbert defeated Jonas Svensson
6-1, 6-3 Sunday in the championship of the ABN World Tennis Tournament_
• • •
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Michael Stich rallied to win the final two sets Sunday and his
first professional tournament victory by defeating Wally Masur 6-7 (5-7), 6-4, 7-6
(7-1) in the championship of the Volvo Indoor
• • •
SCOTTSDALE, Anz. — Aaron Krickstein beat Tim Mayotte 6-3, 6-4 Sunday to win
the singles title at the $300,000 Eagle Classic of Scottsdale.

Auto racing
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. — Kyle Petty dominated from start to finish in Sunday's
Goodwrench 500, earning his third Winston Cup victory and a $228,000 bonus for
winning from the pole at North Carolina Motor
ay. Petty. who started from
the pole for the first time in his 11-year NASCIrstock car career, recorded his
first victory since the Coca-Cola 600 in May of 1987 — 70 races ago. His Sabco
Racing Pontiac Grand Prix led 433 of the 492 laps and beat second-place Geoff
Bodine's Ford Thunderbird by 25 48 seconds — nearly a full lap on the 1 017-mile
oval

Track and field
LOS ANGELES — Pedro Ortiz of Colombia broke away from Antoni Niemczak
with less than a mile to go to win the fifth Los Angeles Marathon on Sunday in a
personal-record time of 2 hours, 11 minutes. 54 seconds In the women's race,
Julie lsphording of Cincinnati solidified her comeback from map( back surgery in
1987 by shattering the course record with a time of 2 3225

Gymnastics
FAIRFA.X, Va. — Kim Zmeskal captured the McDonald's American Cup Sunday,
edging Soviet Natalia Kalinina by winning the vault and floor exercise and sharing
first place in the two other events. Alexander Kolivanov of the Soviet Union won
the men's competition, defeating Ralf Buechner of West Germany and American
Lance Ringnald by 050 Zmeskal, 14, entered the final event the floor exercise,
with a 124 lead over Kalinina. Zmeskal, who is 4-foot-4 and weights 67 pounds,
scored a 9 95 that her the lop prize in the international event

Skiing
VEYSONNAZ Switzerland — Pirmin Zurbriggen capped a remarkable career Sunday, capturing a record-equalling fourth World Cup overall title in his final race over
home ground before he retires While West Germany's Armin &One( made certain
of a second straight slalom title. Zurbriggen clinched a spot in the skiing's record
books alongside Gustav Thoeni of Italy. the only other man to win lour overal
tides.

Bqixing
COLORADO SPRINGS, Cob. — Sergio Reyes of Cap. Lewitine, N.0 , captured
the 119-pound tide Saturday in the U.S Amateur Championships with a 4-1 decision over Lionel Odoen of New York Reyes has no international.overtone* Neither do a trio of 17-year-oid high school students who won wigs — Oscar de le Hoye
of Los Angeles at 125, Steve Johnston of Denver at 139 and Jeremy Williams at
178
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-Racers claim league's top.honors
Jones named Player of the Year;
Newton tabbed league's best coach
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Mot. Spode EdNor

For Ronald "Popeye" Jones, winning the Ohio Valley Conference's
'Player of the Year' award hasn't
sunk in yet.
His coach, Murray State Racer
head coach Steve Newton, has had
previous experience with awards,
however. Newton joined Jones in
the top OVC awards bracket by
gathering his second 'Coach of the
Year' award in three years.
Both were named to the honor
by the league's coaches and sports
information directors. The balloting
was expected to be announced by
the league today.
"It's something I'm really proud
of, but it really hasn't hit me,"
Jones, a 6-8, 254-pound sophomore
said. "It's really difficult to think
about individual awards when there
is business still at hand."
The "business still at hand" is
the semifinal and championship
rounds of the OVC Tournament,
set for Wednesday and Thursday at
Racer Arena. The Racers, who won
the league's regular-season crown,
face rival Austin Peay in the semifinals of the tournament Wednesday night.
Jones, from Dresden, Tenn., is
the third Murray State Racer to win
the OVC's top award in as many
years, following in the footsteps of
Jeff Martin, a back-to-back winner
his last two seasons at Murray
State before graduating to the Los
Angeles Clippers of the NBA.
Jones was joined on the first
team All-OVC list by teammate
Chris Ogden, Kevin Wallace of
Middle Tennessee, Earl Wise of
Tennessee Tech and Elbert Boyd of
Morehead State.
Murray's Paul King made the
second team, as did Donald Tivis
and Tommy Brown of Austin Peay,
Darryl Brooks of Tennessee State,
and Milos Babic- of Tech.

Jones, who played sparingly as a
freshman, joined the starting lineup
mainly because of an extensive offseason workout that helped him
shed 55 pounds. The work paid off,
as his improved quickness and stamina led to 18.5 scoring and 11.5
rebounding averages.
He won four 'Player of the
Week' awards, including a recordsetting three straight. Jones' steady
play inside helped carry the Racers
well over their pre-season ranking
of fifth in the OVC poll
"I think you have to say that the
work this summer was the difference," Jones said.
"He has made more improvement, going from a substitute to
Player of the Year in one year, than
any other athlete we've coached
here," Newton said. "It's a compliment to his team, who got him the
ball and encouraged him to have
the kind of preparation during the
off-season that he did. He's a model for the kind of work you need to
do during the summer months."
The work in the weight room
and on the track led to a quicker
Jones, who has shown a surprising
knack for finding the basket —
suprising even to Jones himself.
• • •
Newton, who molded a slowstarting young team into the league
champions credited his staff and
the Racers for his second Coach of
the Year honor.
"I think it's a compliment to the
staff and to the team. It's defmitely
a staff award, and it's a tremendous
gesture because it's voted on by
your peers."
Newton said it took a great deal
of patience to watch the Racers
grow into OVC Champions.
"This was a year of a lot more
teaching. Mixing the mental and
the physical parts of the game took
a lot of hard work, and putting
together the system was much more
challenging this season."
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Murray State's Ronald 'Popeye' Jones shouldered his way into the
OVC elite during his sophomore season and won the league's 'Player
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker
of the Year' honors.
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Lady Racers open tournament play tonight
First off for coach Larry Wall and the Murray
Tournament.
State Lady Racers, however, is a meeting with
"The spirit is real good," Wall said. "We're
Middle Tennessee in the opening round contest, confident, coming off back-to-back wins. We're
When the Ohio Valley Conference women's at 6 p.m. tonight, followed by Tech's meeting just going to try to play 20 minutes at a time."
While Wall admits the Lady Racers want
tournament tips off in Cookeville, Tenn. tonight, 'with Tennessee State in the second game.
The Lady Racers finished second in the
another shot at Tech, they know Middle Tennesthe top question on the minds of three OVC
see will be a formidable foe. The Lady Racers
coaches will be trying to figure out how to stop league with an 8-4 OVC mark and 16-11 overall
record. Before Murray can try to avenge its two
split with MTSU in the regular season, with the
the Golden Eaglettes of Tennessee Tech.
Lady Raiders winning the last contest two weeks
Tech, the host school and No. 1 seed in the losses to Tech, MSU will face a traditionallyago in Murray.
tournament, roared through conference play to strong Middle Tennessee club who rallied from
"The team realizes that Middle did beat us,
post a 12-0 OVC record and finished 23-4 over- a slow conference start to finish third.
Wall, back on the bench for the first time in
and we're going to have to do more than show
all. Coach Bill Worrell's team will- enter the
up," Wall said. "I think it shows that this team
tournament ranked 21st in the country by the two weeks after a bout with illness, feels the
Lady Racers are ready to go in the OVC (Cont'd on page 9)
Associated Press.
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By DAVID RAMEY

Ladgor & Times Asst Sports Editor
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Cheaney, Cadwell win
'Player of Year' honors

TI

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

t,IT...LLunselfish underclassmen who helped lead tIgir teams to Fourth
DistrictChampionships were rewarded by "Fourth District Player of-the
Year" honors in balloting conducted by sportswriters and broadcasters
within the district.
Murray High School junior point guard Willis Cheaney and Marshall
County junior forward Rechelle Cadwell each were praised by their
-coaches for their talent, versatility and team philosophies.
"He's a tremendous player," Murray High Tiger head coach Cary Miller said of Cheaney, a 5-9 performer who opened the season with a
50-point performance in the St Mary Thanksgiving Tournament and went
on to lead the First Region in scoring with a 22.6 points-per-game
average.
While being the region's most prolific scorer, Cheaney drew praise
from Miller for his off-season work habits, scholarship and leadership
qualities. "He's just a fme young man, and he's been very instrumental to
our team," Miller said. "He's been a very unselfish player for us, and his
unselfishness has helped us develop into a good basketball team."
Throughout the season, Miller has seen games in which Cheaney was
not the 'Tigers' leading scorer, but there have been very few games in
which Cheancy's presence was not felt "I feel like he's the best point
guard in the region," Miller said. "I'm very pleased for him to win this
honor."
Cadwell, like Cheaney, also led the First Region in scoring from the
girls' side, posting a 21.9 average in regular season play, and, like Miller,
Marshall County Lady Marshall head coach Howard Beth was just as
proud of Cadwell's leadership and versatility.
"She's also our leading rebounder, leads in steals and is second in
assists," Beth pointed out_ "She's really a dimensional player, and her
consistency is getting better and better. Since Marsha Case went out (with
a knee injury). Rechelle has really accepted the responsibility of being a
leader and has come through in the clutch situations."
Beth also praised Cadwell's work with the Lady Marshal's younger
players, both on and off the court, and noted that Cadwell's junior status
made the honor even greater. "The good kids are in this district, I don't
think there's any doubt about that," Beth said. "We had one of our
strongest districts we've ever had — that's very complimentary of the
Fourth District."
• • •
Murray High, who won the boys' Fourth District championship with a
49-44 decision over Calloway County Friday night at Murray State Uni(Coned on page 9)

•
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Murral High guard Willis Cheaney, playing despite a mouth injury
requiring protective equipment, helped lead the Tigers to the Fourth
District championship and was named the Fourth District's 'Player of
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker
the Year.'
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FIRST REGION GIRLS' TOURNAMENT
at Marshall County

March 5-6, 9-10

MONDAY

.1Lone Oak (13-12)
1Carlisle County (15-8)

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Sunday's Collette SaskeeMill
EAST
Si OT

6:30

Syreeuas N.

Marshall County (23-6)
Memorial (16-8)

P
Te
uniu.
sie

TUESDAY
CHAMPIONSHIP
7:30

(Fulton County (5-14)
1Mayfield (16-8)
I 8:00

.IGraves County (24-2)
1Paducah Tilghman (7-19)

Tickets:
$4 reserved chair
$3 adult bleacher
$2 student bleacher

FIRST REGION BOYS' TOURNAMENT
at Graves County

March 7-8, 12-13

WEDNESDAY

Paducah Tilghmeth (22-8)
County (10-15)

MONDAY

!Fulton

TUESDAY
1 6:30

.IMurray (22-3)
1Ballard Memorial (15-11)
THURSDAY

CHAMPIONSHIP
7:30

AGraves County (19-11)
1Calloway County (16-14)
I 8:00

jHickman County (16-13)
1Rei„q1and (12-13)

Tickets:
$4 reserved chair
$3 adult bleacher
$2 Student bleacher

Lady Racers ,..
(Cont'd from page 8)
is maturing."
The Lady Raiders have two capable outside
shooters, Christy Scruggs and Kristi Brown.
Both are 3-point threats, with Brown connecting
on nine "3s" in one game this season.
"The key is how they shoot against us," Wall
said. "We're more of an inside scoring team,
while they like the outside shot. However, the
thorn in our side has been Capley.
Stephanie Capley, a rail-thin 6-2 forward,
tossed in 25 points in Middle's win at Murray. It
will up to the Lady Racer inside game to contain
her, along with Pippa Gibson and Becky Hall on
the inside.

Murray's balanced attack is led by Michelle
Weruiing, who is averaging 15.7 points and
eight rebounds a game. Another junior matches
Wenning on the side in Tawnya Pierce, who
averages 13.6 points and five rebounds a game.
yelissa Huffman is Murray's top outside
threat, tossing in 15 points a game, while Karen
Johnson is one of Murray's better overall performers, third in scoring and second in rebounds
and assists. Point guard Julie Pinson runs the
show.
"I hope we can have some consistency," Wall
said. "We need three or four players in double
figures. We've got to get to the final."
In the final, Tech still looms as a large favorite. TTU is led by-the outside scoring of fresh-

man Mitzi Rice, and the inside tandem of Melinda Clayton and Angela Moorehead.
It will take a perfect game to beat them,"
Wall said. "You can't let them dominate you on
the boards, or in any one part of the game. They
do so many things well."
Tech or Middle has won every OVC Tournament crown, but the Lady Racers took a big step
last season when they became the first team
since 1983 besides the two Tennessee powers to
make the final game.
"I think we're a year older and a year wiser,
and that makes a big difference," Wall said. "In
their hearts and minds, they think they can do
it."

Third technical tosses Thompson
By The Associated Press
For it's one, two, three techs
you're out of the old ballgame.
Georgetown coach John Thompson, henceforth to be known as Big
Bad John, learned that lesson the
hard way Sunday and it may have
cost the seventh-ranked Hoyas the
Big East regular-season championship. Thompson said it didn't, even
though it meant an immediate
10-point swing.
With Georgetown leading No. 10
Syracuse 36-33 late in the first
half, Dwayne Bryant of the Hoyas
was called for a foul. Derrick Coleman made the first of the 1-and-1
before Jim Burr hit Thompson with
a technical for something he said.

Thompson left the coach's box
to complain and Larry Lembo
called a second technical. Not to be
outdone, Pete Pavia, the third official, also called one — three technicals mean automatic ejection in
college basketball — when Thompson walked on the court to protest
further.
Coleman made the second half
of his 1-and-1, then converted five
of the six technicals — two shots
for each — and Billy Owens hit a
3-pointer off the inbounds play,
giving Syracuse a 43-36 lead. The
Orangemen went on to win 89-87
in overtime and earn the top seed
in the Big East postscason tourney.
The tragedy-marred weekend in

college basketball also included:
*The death of No. 22 Loyola Marymount's Hank Gathers, who collapsed during Sunday night's West
Coast Conference semifinal against
Portland. Gathers, who last season
became the second major-college
player to lead the nation in scaring
and rebounding, was pronounced
dead a short time later and the rest
of the tourney was canceled. Loyola was declared conference champion based on its regular-season
record (22-5).
*The best shooting performance in
NCAA Division I history by No.
21 Louisville's Cornelius Holden,
who was 14-for-14 in the Cardinals' 73-71 victory over Southern

Mississippi.
*The elimination of defending
national champion No. 8 Michigan
from the Big Ten race when the
Wolverines lost to No. 9 Purdue
79-77.
*The first four teams, all unranked,
to make the 64-team NCAA tournament. Princeton captured its
second-straight Ivy League title
with a 73-46 victory over Columbia; Coppin State won the MidEastern Athletic Conference over
North Carolina A&T, 54-50;
Robert Morris beat Monmouth,
N.J. 71-66 in the Northeast Conference and East Tennessee State
routed Appalachian State 96-75 to
win the Southern Conference.

• • •
Marshall County's Lady Marshals, who also won the Fourth District
title at MSU Friday night, made up half of the All-Fourth District girls'
team, as Cadwell was joined on the honorary squad by teammates Tammy
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COUNT ON THEM
FOR A LIFETIME!

GENUINE
TOYOTA

MUFFLERS
$88.37
PRICED FROM

• High quality
• Made expressly tor
your Toyota

INSTALLED

Cheaney, Cadwell...
(Coned from page 8)
versny, placed two other Tigers on the eight-player All-Fourth District
team.
Joining Chcancy on the team were senior guard Brian Sowerby and
junior forward Heath Walls.
, Calloway County's Lakers were represented by senior forwards Benji
Kelly and Cliff Curd, while Marshall County senior point guard Aaron
Beth and senior forward Heath Dunigan and Mayfield freshman Ben
Brown rounded out the eight-player squad.
Winning second team honors were Calloway's David Hart, Murray
High's Robbie Danner and Jason Joseph, Mayfield's Shannon Brooks and
Chris Yarber, and Marshall County's Mau Colson, Bobby Langhi and
David English.
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Watkins, Marsha Case and Kim Oliver.
Murray High's Lady Tigers were represented by career 1,000-point
scoring senior guards Ann Greenfield and Jennifer Parker, while senior
forward Cynthia Garland represented the Lady Lakers of Calloway County and senior center Lori Beth McCullar of Mayfield rciunded out the
squad.
Second -team All-District honors went to Anne Paul and Jennifer
Catherson of Calloway County, Stephanie Variover and Mary Catherine
Wooldridge of Murray High, Marshall County's Missy Lee and Susan
England, Merri Stratton and Stephanie Bell of Mayfield.
• • •
The 1989-90 All-Fourth District team was selected by a ballot of
sportswriters and sportscasters from each town in the Fourth District,
including the Murray Ledges & Times, the Mayfield Messenger and the
Benton Tribune-Courier as well as radio stations WSJP (Murray), WYMC
(Mayfield) and WCBL (Benton).
Voting was conducted at the end of the regular season and before
Fourth District Tournament competition began.

*
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Calloway's YFA group
visits state capitol
for annual convention
The 32nd Annaul Kentucky
Young Farmer Association State
Convention was held Feb. 23-24 at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel inixxington, Kentucky.
The Calloway County YFA was
represented by 22 members who
participated in various contests and
received several awards.
Billy Dale Smith was the winner
in the Kentucky YFA White Corn
Production Contesi Smith was presented a cash award and a plaque
sponsored by the Hopkinsville
Milling Company. Smith also won
first place in the regional contest in
Burley Tobacco Production.
Marty Carraway was the regional
winner in the Canola Production
Contest. He received a cash award
and a plaque sponsored by Allelix,
Inc. and Miles Farm Supply. Carraway was recognized for his yield of
47 bushels per acre which was the
highest yield in the contest.
Steve Carraway was the regional
winner in the Bottomland Division
of the Soybean Contest. His award
was presented by the Kentucky
Soybean Association.
Mark Paschall represented the

Calloway County YFA in The YFA
Rural Leadership Award sponsored
by the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Mike and Debbie Burchett
served On the YFA State Officer
team this past year and were recognized for thElr contributions to the
YFA. Mike was the vice president
this past year.

Woodchucks are problems
for many Kentucky farmers

The Calloway County YFA members pictured at the Brookside Thorobred Farm.

Those attending from the Calloway County Chapter were: Larry
and Sheila Tucker, Billy dale and
Sheila Smith; Donnie and Judy
Overby; and Danny and Judy Cunningham; Mike and Debbie Burchett; Mark, Laura, Mark Austin
and Amanda Paschali; Rick and
Stacy Murdock; Trip Furches;
Johnnie Stockdale; Marty Carraway; Danny Kingins; Mickey
Overby; and Terry and Charlie
Williams.
The Calloway County YFA
meets in the Calloway County High
School Agriculture Department and
is open to all interested farmers in
this area. Anyone having questions
may call Johnnie Stockdale, the
YFA advisor at the agriculture
department.

Pictured at right is Billy Dale Smith receiving his first place Kentucky
YFA award for white corn production from a representative of the
Hopkinsville Milling Company.

Most Kentuckians concerned about water quality
A majority of adult Kentuckians
are concerned about the quality of
their drinking water, according to a
poll of some 676 persons 'conducted by the University of
Kentucky.
"Fifty-seven percent,of those
questioned said they we either
very concerned or concerned about
the quality of their drinking water,"
said Tom Event°, Extension rural
sociologist, who help design - questions relating to water quality in
the telephone survey administered
by the Survey Research Center at
UK.
Fifty-four percent of the Kentuckians surveyed said they were more
concerned about the quality of their

drinking water than they were just
two years ago, suggesting Ilvento
said, that Kentuckians are following the national trend of becoming
increasingly alarmed about water
quality.
"It doesn't seem to matter where
people live in the state. People
from the West are just as concerned about water quality as those
in the Central and Eastern part of
the state," Ilvento said.
Landfills and solid waste facilities were considered to be the most
serious threats to water quality by
more than half of the respondents.
"It is interesting that people with
public water in their homes were
more likely to say landfills and sol-

id waste facilities were a threat
than people who relied on well
water," Ilvento said.
The irony is that most public
water is treated to make it safe and
most private water is not, the
sociologist said.
Another 29 percent said that
manufacturing also posed a large
threat to water quality, Ilvento said.
Less commonly cited were mining,

lumbering and agriculture.
More than a quarter of the
respondents said that household
activities, such as use of chemicals
in and around the home and use of
septic tanks, were a threat to water
quality.
Ilvento said that Cooperative
Extension service programs are
now targeting educational programs on water quality toward rural
residents who depend on well
water.

First garden vegetables
should be planted soon
Although it's still too early to
plant the stock-in trade garden vegetables — such as tomatos, beans
and corn — it's just the right time
to plant the cool season vegetables.
Mid-March to mid-April is the
time to plant the cool season garden, which includes cabbage, Brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, turnips,
broccoli, peas, carrots, collards,
and lettuce, among others, according to Sharon Bale, University of
Kentucky Extension horiculturist.
Each of these vegetables needs
to be planted early in the growing
season because they stop producing
when hot weather comes, she said.
Cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli
and Brussels sprouts probably
should be set from transplants,

rather than seed, at this time in the
growing season, Bale said. Peas,
carrots, collards and lettuce can be
grown from seed in the garden.
Some vegetables serve double
duty. They can be used as ornamentals in the landscape effectively. Ornamental kale and ornamental
cabbage are beautiful plants in beds
around the home, Bale said.
If it is impossible to plant these
cool season crops now, she said, a
fall planting will produce well.
Planting in mid- to late-July will
usually yield a good fall crop.
Bale suggests those interested in
planting these cool season crops to
ask their county Extension agent
for a copy of HO-63, Home Vegetables Gardening in Kentucky.

SOMETIMES FIXING THE FIGHT
IS THE SMARTEST THING TO DO.

ELECTRICITY...
Today's
Way to
Care

Bice

.0

To knock out cocklebur
and yelvetleaf, start the
fight early withhBicep;'the
foundation herbicide for
economical control of tough
weeds all season long.
Applied up to 30 days prior
to planting, Bicep stops
tough weeds as they germi
nate,to keep core yields up
and weed pressure down.
We recommend Bicet.
because it delivers the best
broad spectrum control
available in a premix at
a low cost. Even with the
superior performance of
Bicep, under certain condi
tions weed escapes may
occur. Ask us about a
program featuring Bicep
to control tough weeds.
This season, fight
smart. Use Bicep.

Electricity is the personal
caretaker. During those magic
moments in our teenagers' lives
when how they look and feel is so
important, electricity is there.
From the curling iron to stereo
sound, electricity provides for their
personal care. And as you- watch
them grow, you know this power in
their lives is safe, clean and reliable.
Electricity is today's way to
•
live. ..today's way to care.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
-

4 fig&
• 5.1

The woodchuck can do more
than chuck a little wood. According to a wildlife specialist, the
woodchuck and his burrowing
activities can be a serious problem
for many Kentucky farmers.
"Woodchucks often move into
fields, gardens and orchards, where
they can destroy valuable crops and
trees," said Tom Barnes, Extension
wildlife specialist with the UK College of Agriculture.
"Woodchucks damage home gardens or vegetable crops, especially
beans, peas and squash, and fruit
trees by gnawing or clawing on the
trunk," Barnes said.
Also known as groundhog or
whistle pig, a woodchuck is recognized easily by its chunky
20-to-27inch body, short legs and
long, curved claws.
The brownish gray animal has a
short tail and like other rodents,
has a pair of large chisel-like front
teeth. Adult woodchucks weigh
from five to 10 pounds.
Woodchucks live in burrows
commonly found along roadsides,
stone fences, at the base of trees
and around building foundations,

Barnes said.
A woodchuck's burrowing creates holes and mounds that become
hazards to domestic livestock, farm
machinery and humans.
A burrow's main entrance is
10-to 12-inches in diameter, surrounded by a mound of soil. Burrow systems are extensive, with at
least two entrances.
Some secondary entrances, used
as escape holes, may be hard to
identify because they are dug from
under ground and do not have
mounds of dirt surrounding them.
"The best time to control woodchucks is during the spring, when
active burrows are easy to locate
and there is less likelihood of damage to other wildlife," Barnes said.
Barnes said the most effective
types of woodchuck control are
shooting, trapping and fumigation.
In Kentucky, there are no poisons
registered for controlling
woodchucks.
For more information on how to
control woodchucks, contact your
county extension agent or call Tom
Barnes in Lexington at (606)
257-8633.
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Animals helping people:
heartwarming development
One of the more fascinating —
and heartwarming — developments
from animal research in this century has been the development of a
body of knowledge to enable animals to help handicapped people
live normal lives.
Most Kentuckians are now quite
familiar with seeing eye dogs,
those canine companions trained to
help blind people make their way
through a sighted world with more
safety and assurance. A few are
familiar with dogs trained to help
the deaf to be aware of sounds.
Now, two additional — and
quite different — disciplines are
being used in Kentucky through
which animals are used to assist
handicapped or disadvantaged person to live a more rewarding life.
One of them uses companion
animals to enrich the lives of the
elderly and disabled in nursing
homes. The other uses a monkey to
assist a quadriplegic man.
The value of animals in nursing
homes has been known for several
years, though the visibility is just
now becoming apparent.
A northern Kentucky nursing
home, for example, uses regular
weekly visits to augment the recreational activities for its residents.
Volunteers, using dogs and other
domestic animals from a humane
society shelter, make regular
rounds with the animals, allowing
residents to pet the animals and
play with them.
The therapeutic value of the
animal/human bond has been clinically proven and the practical value
is proven each week by the
response of the residents.
In a central Kentucky nursing
home, a pet dog has become, for all
practical purposes, one of the family there. Personnel of the home

indicate that caring for the dog
gives the residents a sense of purpose and direction, as well as some
companionship.
These are only two of numerous
such programs which have been
developed in Kentucky in the past
decade or so.
Most recent of the programs is
the use of a capuchin monkey by a
central Kentucky man who is a
quadriplegic to assist him in such
tasks as eating and drinking and
opening doors.
This innovation is the result of a
decade or so of research by a
Boston-based organization called
Helping Hands, a non-profit organization which trains intelligent
animals to perform many simple
household tasks which are impossible for some disable persons.
These are a few areas in which
veterinary science is making a significant contribution to human welfare, using animals to enhance the
quality of life for disadvantaged
people.
In many instances, companion
animals can be quite valuable for
people living alone, either as guard
animals, as simple companions to
ward off loneliness or for other
purposes.
Your veterinarian is trained in
human/animals bonding and is
knowledgeable about several programs in which animals are used to
assist people, such as Helping
Hands, seeing eye dogs and the
like. He or she can also assist you
in matching individual animals and
people for one on one companionship, as well as advise you on setting up programs for nursing
homes.
These arc some of the ways your
veterinarian assist in caring for
humans, as well as animals.
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Come by and let your friends at HUTSON'S AG
help you plan your program rwedal

HUTSON AG
SERVICE

Hutson's Ag Service
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-7422
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Wilkinson's tax package down for count in House
expect in the House. Meanwhile,
the lawmakers are considering
drafting their own version if Wilkinson's plan lacks support.
Last week, as he attempted to
revive the proposed $1.057 billion

American Express plans to buy remainder
of financially-troubled Shearson brokerage
NEW YORK (AP) — American
Express Co. said it would buy all
the common stock in Shearson
Lehman Hutton Inc. that it doesn't
already own and has ended talks
aimed at finding a merger partner
for the troubled brokerage.
The move follows months of
effort by American Express to
shore up Shearson's finances and
indicates the travel and financial
services company has abandoned
hopes of reducing its exposure to
the volatile securities industry.
"These actions affirm American
Express's long-term commitment to
Shearson Lehman Hutton and its
customers, and to working with its
management team," James D.
Robinson III, chairman and chief
executive of American Express,
said in a statement Sunday.
American Express will buy out
the minority stake in Shearson
through a stock swap valued at
$350 million, Shearson spokesman
Lawrence Armour said. That brings
the total amount American Express
has invested in Shearson in recent
months to well over $I billion.
Shearson expanded rapidly
through acquisitions in the 1980s to
become the nation's second-largest
brokerage, but its recent struggles
to cope with a downturn in the securities business have led to thousands of layoffs and turmoil in as

management ranks.
Shearson.
American Express first moved to
American Express had held talks
strengthen its grip last month by recently about a possible merger of
ousting chairman and chief execu- Shearson with Primerica Corp.'s
tive Peter A. Cohen, the man who Smith Barney, Harris Upham &
guided the firm's explosive growth, Co. brokerage unit, but the comand replacing him with Howard L. pany said last week it had termiClark Jr., American Express' chief nated discussions.
financial officer.
American Express may have
As a result of a review led by decided to buy out minority stockClark, "We are confident that holders now because Clark's
Shearson Lehman Hutton can be appointment has given the comreturned to levels of profitability pany control of Shearson's manthat will maintain its position as a agement, said Perrin Long, who
premier company in the securities follows the securities industry for
industry," Robinson said.
Lipper Analytical Services.
Shearson has been searching for
"This is the first time American
capital to avoid a downgrading of Express has been in the catbird seat
its credit rating, which could since it acquired Shearson back in
increase its costs by forcing it to 1981," he said.
Like other Wall Street houses,
pay higher interest rates on its
Shearson has been beset by a
borrowings.
At the same time, American downturn in merger activity, secExpress had been seeking to reduce urities underwriting and sluggish
its 61 percent stake in Shearson to stock and bond trading since the
less than half to remove the firm October 1987 stock market crash.
Shearson announced last week it
from its balance sheet and reduce
its exposure to Wall Street's sharp would lay off 2,000 workers to
profit swings. A sharp drop in reduce its costs by about $400 milShearson's share price forced it to lion a year, and it left open the
prospect of still more job cuts. The
abandon that plan, though.
Last week, American Express brokerage dropped 800 workers
said it would increase its ownership late last year.
by an unspecified amount by
The announced layoffs would ,.
injecting $750 million into the reduce Shearson's work force to
brokerage. In December, American 33,500 from a peak of 46,000 in
Express injected $250 million into January 1988.

ggrTirril
TI-1ESE ARE TI-IE STATISTICS
FOR OUR BASEBALL TEAM
LAST YEAR, Cl4ARLIE BROWN...

ACCORDING TO THESE FIGURES
OUR TEAM WILL BE EVEN
WORSE THIS YEAR THAN
IT WAS LAST YEAR..

I WONDER IF
POSSIBLE
TO PAVE AN ENTIRE
SEASON RAINED OUT..

increase that includes controversial
taxes on services and cigarettes,
Wilkinson vowed to meet with all
100 members of the House.
On Thursday, Wilkinson admitted he didn't have enough votes for
the package to clear the chamber.
The next morning, he left messages
on representatives' desks inviting
them to make an appointment to
meet with him, and the parade of
lawmakers to the governor's office
began minutes later.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said he wanted to know
by 1 p.m. Tuesday, when House
Democratic leaders are scheduled
to meet, whether Wilkinson has the
51 votes needed to pass a tax bill.
Blandford said the primary concern was raising the amount of
money needed for an education
package and other state services,
and the source was secondary.
The alternative House leaders
are trying to put together would
add a penny to the 5 percent state
sales tax and remove the cigarette
and services tax proposals the governor has offered.
Wilkinson has promised to. veto
any increase in the general sales
tax.
Friday was the last day to introduce bills in the House, and three
representatives filed a proposed
constitutional amendment that
could let Wilkinson succeed
himself.
Such an amendment had been
among the governor's early priorities this session. He wanted the
amendment to be filed in the
Senate but could not find a Democratic sponsor.
The proposed amendmeat —
introduced by Reps. Porter Hatcher, D-Louisville; Leonard Gray, DLouisville; and Paul Mason, DWhitesburg — also would apply to
the lieutenant governor. The
amendment would allow two successive terms for each officeholder
beginning in 1991. It was unclear
whether the measure would apply
to Wilkinson even if it passed.
Today is the last day to intro-

By GARY LARSON

lion dollars appears down for the
count — in fact, Wilkinson is
doing the counting.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov._.
At the request of House DemoWallace Wilkinson admits his plan cratic leaders, the governor is tallyto raise taxes by more than a bil- ing the votes 1 ,s tax package could

NANCY
NwitER.
ti‘1,4 ACKET ?

V410 FORGOT
lb KM ME MOOT
EAN6ING 1WNJ OAKS
LAST SIGIK ?

duct new Senate bills, as the Genamendment that was added would
eral Assembly moves into high
create "a bill of rights for child
gear for the last month of its reguabusers."
lar session.
Impassioned debate was heard in
The amendment, proposed by
the House before members passed--1---Rev—ftobby Richardson;-0-bill that would allow a married per- Glasgow, would prohibit mention
son to bring rape charges against a in a battle over child custody or
spouse.
visitation that a rape or sexualThe bill's sponsor, Rep. Mar- abuse charge was pending against a
shall Long, D-Shelbyville, said an spouse.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"It may be a mistake to mix different wines, but old and new wisdom
mix admirably."
Bertalt Brecht.

NORTH

3-5-A

•K Q 7
•96
•A Q 7 54

+863
WEST
•9 6 3
•K 10 8 7 2
•J 10 2
4K 10

EAST
The Spring .North American
+8542
Bridge Championships will be held
•J 5 4 3
at the Tarrant County Convention
•K 9
Center in Fort Worth, Texas, Marcji
Q95
16-25. Numerous events are schedSOUTH
uled for all classes of players (ki•A J 10
bitzers welcome at no charge);
•A Q
make your plans to attend now.
•8 6 3
+A J 7 4 2
In this deal from the Fall Championships last November, most de- Vulnerable: Both
clarers chose to develop diamonds Dealer: South
instead of clubs. Their choice of suit The bidding:
was right; however, not all went
South
West
North
East
about it in the same way.
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Those who played routinely led a
Opening
lead
Heart
seven
diamond to. dummy's queen after
winning the heart queen. This lost to
LEAD WITH THE ACES
East's king, and a heart return
3-5-B
knocked out South's last stopper.
West was then able to cash three South holds
*K J 9 7 2
hearts when he won his side's sec•9 53
ond diamond trick.
•Q 105
Instead of taking an immediate
+85
finesse in diamonds. South should
cross to dummy in spades and lead a
East
South
West
North
low diamond from dummy. (No 1•
Pass
1+
Pass
more than four diamond winners 1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
are possible in any event.) Consider
East's problem. Should he rise with ANSWER: Heart nine. With
spades
his king to lead a heart now? Or and diamonds belonging to the
eneshould he duck and risk losing it?
my, try to hit partner's suit.
More than a few would grab the
king to lead a heart. South is then re- Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363
Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
lieved of his problems, making an stampedDallas,
envelope for, reply
Copyright 1990(
overtrick in the process.
(edited Feature Syndicate
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i-ooK Ernie!"7—h- is
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Notice

GARFIELD, LIFE 16
LIKE A FESTIVAL

THE FAR SIDE

Legal Notice

YOU HAVE TO GET OUT
THERE AND ENJOY IT!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
BEETLE BAILEY

0t<A01!50 I'M NOT THE
GREATEST SOLDIER IN THE
WORLD!

so sue ms!(

1
4
9
12
13

I,SURE WISH YOU
HAD SUGGESTED
THIS SOONER,
BEETLE

C /NC p,
r R.% F..eure. Syrelde re *WV mgr.“

BLONDIE
DAGNOOD,YOUR
OATMEAL IS
READY
OATMEAL

l'D RATHER HAVE
TWO EGGS, BACON
AND TOAST

WITH A LITTLE
GRAPE JELLY ON THE
TOA,ST AND HALF
A GRAPEFRUrT

010 YOU GET'
ALL THAT

Drink slowly
Reel
Emmet
Macaw
Red-yellow iri
hue
14 Horsley or
Remick
15 "Midnight
—"
17 Symbol
19 "— of Eden''
21 Lansbury ID
22 Resound
25 Be in debt
27 Pilaster
31 Fish eggs
32 Of unknown
authorship
34 Spanish
article
35 Transgress
36 River in
Scotland
37 Agave plant
38 Finishes

2

1
12

•OFFICIAL5„ON
EVERY LEVEL,...

20

UEDSEMU

7

7 The
loneliest
number
8 Tibetan
priest
9 Everyone
10 Born
11 Pro

III

20 Couple
22 Build
plePuhre
23 "T

11

21
27

29

30

37

40

45

10

16 - Durocher
18 Find fault

18

41

43

50

9

8

36

42

44
47

46

51

48
51

ii iii

54

24 Helium
symbol
26 Attempts
28 Negative
29 Instructor
30 Stage
whisper
32 Be ill
33 Affirmative
35 Squander
Myself
439
0 Pe
41 Father
44 Before
prefix
46 Corrosion
48 Gaelic
49 Falsehood
50 Native metal
51 Openwork

fabricu r.! er r
42 Precious
stone
55 ill 55 A
mn
ognle
e
oy-Saxon

III

57
ill

62

A

OBBEMION VAIN
Ca
Emu

33

39

MI
MU

MOO

26
•

35

38

*9

6

32

34

is

EIGILEGENIE1

25

31
CORRUPTS COP5,
MILITARY MEN.

ta

up u

16

hilil 24

MUM

ammo

14

19

THE PHANTOM

DO

Iii A P E
P
I R
o mum

13

III•

15

A G
Mel A
TON
N EAR
EMU
TA 10113111
D
T E

1 Cul de
2 A Gershwm
3 Crony
4 Stadium of
N Y Mets
5 Body of
office
workers
6 "— Golden
Pond"

5

SPA

S EC

UMW
121111111

DOWN

4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Seed
container
42 Woody plant
43 Meadow
44 Peel
45 Riddle ID
47 Declare
49 Cheese dish
53 Sunset State
57 Anger
58 Mixes
60 Period of
time
61 Wager
62 Taut
63 Chart

6OUU
63

56 Short sleep
59 At home

On February 12,
1990, there was tendered for filing with
the Federal Communications Commission,
Washington,
D.C., an application
for consent to the voluntary assignment of
license of Station
WSW (AM), Murray,
Kentucky, from Jackson Purchase Broadcasting Company to
Starlite Communications, Inc.
The officers, directors and stockholders
of Jackson Purchase
Broadcasting Company are Sammy 1.
Parker and Joe M.
Parker.
The officers, directors and stockholders
of Starlite Communications, Inc. holding a
10% or greater interest are Michael J.
Karen Robert Cobb
and Paul Russo.
Station
WSJP
(AM)operates on the
frequency of 1130
kHz.
A copy of the application is available for
public inspection during normal business
hours at the studios
located at 1500 Diuguid Rd. of WSJP &
WBLN-FM, Murray,
Ky.
020

Nodo•

1
$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranleedl Regardless of cmdt rating No deposit Cash
edvanoest As seen on TV
CaN now' 1(800)677-5103,
anyome

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit b apply. If
your present policy is over
10 years old, it may not
cover some of the newer
treatments such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"fires local eiaarn

Itte••••-••''

•

sor'eke

•

•••

I

CLASSIFIEDS
020

060

020
Nada

Wanted

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Lumina 4 Dr
$29635 mo
Call Gene at 753.2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

AUTO MECHANIC B High
school graduate or equnsk_
lent required Five years of
expenenoe in automotive
repair shops or service stators required Vocation
training may be exchanged
for required experience.
Will be required to perkxm
maintenance and repair of
automobiles, trucks, light
machinery and heavy
equipment in accordance
with standard practices of
the trade Salary $638 per
hour Apply at Penkinnel
Services,$parlis HMI, Murray State University, Murray. KY 42071 EOE/M-F

Neese

CAROLYIV'S
-CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Gtftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

FAMILY of 6 in need ot a
home Will pay any poop
For more information.
phone 753-6014 Ask for
Brenda

025
Personals
BRING Europe or Asia to
youths yew Hosts foreign
high school student in your
home Call Dons Snow
or
90 1 2 3 2 8 3 9 2
1-800-346 2826

CLEANING person for ca
bins at Irvin Cobb Resort
436-5811

FAYE S new hours 930
am 800 pm, MondaySaturday 753-7743
GRANDMA Milkers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th
Street is now open again
Tuesday -Saturday
9-5 30prn 759-9536

I.

Happy 40th
Birthday
Martha

NEW Credit Card $1500
aedit limit No one turned
down regardless of past
credit
history
800- 735 5660
PASSPORT Photos In
slant passport photos available at Allison Photodsraph y, 753-8809

Fish Day
its Time For

Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH. HYBRID
BLUE GILL, Fathead minnows,
Large Mouth Bass Black Crappie ancl, Tnploid Grass Carp (for
Pond Weed Control) The HyPrid Blue Gil will reach a weir(
of 2 to 2"/ pounds

NO PERMIT REQUIRED FOP
TR:PLOID GRASS CARP
Delivery WIN Bo;
TUESDAY, MARCH 20
A: ;no Follow/trig Location
Southern States CO-OP
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
18:00•11:00 AIL
gal your local store 10
place your OMB r or call
Toll Free 1-8004434439

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Route 3 Box 337-C
Hamsburg Arkansas 72432

Love, Sis

LARGE beautiful Collie
Found in Bonner Grocery
store area 436-2174
LOST 2 female blue tick
Beagle hounds Eum Dick,
753-2808

ACCOUNTS Payabfe
Clerk experience with
computenzed system required Other bookkeeping
and inventory control helpful Local company Fnnge
benefits Send resume to
PO Box 1040E Murray, Ky.
42071
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES. Learn this trade we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext.
CHILDCARE position
available, part time, ages
0-5 753-5227 days,
753-9909 evenings.

-N-974 -Wolf

A THANK YOU
to all my customers who made the decade
of the 80's so enjoyable

A SPECIAL THANK YOU
to Emma Lou Story for all her years of
loyalty and trusted friendship

BETTY HINTON

FRAMERS GALERY'94
Dixieland Center On Chestnut

r

Sunroom Adds Flair
To This 3 BR, 2 B country cottage nearing
completion on Quail Creek Drive. Call the Home
Team!

Kopperud Realty
711

•
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Main

753-1222

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Now hiring quality people for nursing
assistant positions for all shifts. New
salary scale per hour is:
Beginning
After
Shift
Salary
4 mo.
7-3
$3.80
$4.00
3-11
$4.00
$4.20
11-7
$4.00
$4.20
Apply in person at

West View Nursing Home
1401 Si 16th St.. Murray. Ky.
co.&

ay'?

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANC
If you Pre—ida--in
age 6
allfy
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's
Part B co-payment amount. This benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of
the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B
benefits are paid in or out of the
hospital. The 1990 rate is $50.53. per
month if you do not have diabetes or
heart/circulatory
trouble
and
$56.04. if you do.
For more information call.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local claim service"

Cooks needed 1 part-time,
1 full-time Waitresses
needed: 1 pan- Dm., 1 fulltime. Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant Hwy 68 & 80 Aurora, Ky. 474-8095 for appointment or apply in
person.
CYPRESS Springs Restaurant now hiring Must
have transportation Evenings and weekends,
mostly Students and Senior Citizens welcome Call
for appointments,
436-5496 or 436-2524
DO you enioy serving customers? Do you always
complete what you start?
Do you take pride in your
work? Golden Coral is offering a chance for a career
in restaurant management
We are now taking applications for the position of
assistant manager
753-3822.
'EARN EXTRA INGOlviE*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1990 travel brochures For more information send a stamped
addressed envelope to
Travel Marketing, P.O Box
2297, Miami, FL 33261
EARN up to $7500 daily
taking photos in the Murray
area No selling_ Contact
Ozark Marketing Group
Drawer 35 Dogpatch, AR
72648 or (501) 741-9806.
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home No experience needed. Call
1-504-6.41-7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours, including
Sunday.

HAIR dresser with some
ciente We will provide extra training, retail products
of your choice, With full
commission Call 753-6435
for interview
HOUSE Painter 2 years
residential expenence required 753-9382 after
5Pre
INTERNATIONAL broker
age firm seeking full Of part
time representatives in this
area Flexible hours No
experience necessary We
will train For appointment
phone 502-753-7367
LANDSCAPE Designs.
of Ky's larger and more
progressive landscape and
garden centers Send expenance, education, snapshot and salary expectsbons to: Yarden Center
1100 &AIM Blvd Owensboro, Ky
42303,
1-502-684-4950
MEDICAL Transcriptionist
tull or part-tirne position
available Mutt be experienced and have working
knowledge of medical terminology Apply at MorganHaugh Clinic 220 W Walnut. Mayfield, Ky
NURSES Aids kill time 32
hours weekly, 7-3 shift.
Prefer Ck4A. Pleasant at
Cal for appointment, 763-7109 Fern Terrace Lodge EOE.

160

140

170

270

Help
Wanted

Watt
Ts Buy

Kane
Furnishings

Noble
Homes For Sate

NEED•job? A GED? Hope
_larAhe luture? You may
qua* t You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; 'You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, You we between
the ages of 168.21. We we
an E.O.E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- JTPA Call
J.T.P A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-1130a m

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections Cal 753-9433
after 5pm

TVNCR cherry wood cabinet With doors Near new
daybed complete with top
line Beauty Rest mamas
ses 753-7157

EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke
28R, 1 bath, reIngerator,
stove A/C Must see to
appreciate 489-2424

NEED babysiner, pan time
for ages 3 & 8 months
436-2180
NEED mature dependable
person for fun-time position We provide on the Job
training toward licensing in
this challenging/rewarding
hearing/health care profession Apply in person at 206
S 4th St
NOW hinng, cooks and
waitresses Apply in per
son, Valley Drive-In, Hwy
94E

BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
MANNING - Scrap Buying
aluminum cans, aluminum
copper, brass, radiator,
won By old Drive In, So
4th Days 753-0337, nights
48e-2803
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts. One piece or
house fult 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm
150
Articles
For Sale
1989 WOODS commercia
mower with 241 hours on it.
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61" mower deck.
437-4171.

PART-TIME receptionist/
secretary; 20-30 hours per
week Must have good
communication and typing
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1040M, Murray, Ky
42071

85sq yds of neutral carpet,
cheap 753-51.21 or
489-2178

POSTAL SERVICE Jobs.
Salary to $65K. Nationwide Entry level positions
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
P-10706

EXERCISE bike and dual
function portable New $65
buys
both
1-800-288-8471, 12-8pm
Phil

PSYCHOLOGIST
Licensed or certified. Experience in working with
mental retardation and/or
developmental disabilities
preferred Location, Somerset, Ky Salary competitive Excellent fringe benefits Send resume to: Personnel Director 401 Bogle
St. Suite 204 Somerset, Ky
42501 or call 679-4782
EOE.

NICE sofa, $75 Commeraal meat saw, negotiable
price 753-0718

SOFTWARE Developer
seeking persons for BASIC
language programming
arid customer service. Must
be knowledgeable in MS/
DOS and PC Networks Inventory control and accounting background helpful Must be able to travel
Send resume to IMC, PO
Box 2350, Paducah, Ky.
42002-2350 Attention:
V P Operations No phone
calls.
TAKING applications for restaurant work. All positions
Full or part-time. Interviews
March 7, 8, 9, 10, 9-4pm.
Old Oak Tree Restaurant at
Buchanan Resort, 3 miles
west of Paris Landing State
Park 901-642-8810.

•EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Earn $200- $5e-weekty
mailing Valentine & Easter
Greeting Cards. For more
information Send a
Stamped addressed ewe
lope to P R W Job Service WANTED keyboard player
P 0 Box 65748 Washing- for the Kentucky Opry
527-3869
ton, D C 20035-5748
GROWING company has
opening for additional Refrigeration Technician.
Must have experience with
commercial refrigeration
and above average knowledge in electrical Must be
capable of preventive
maintenance, repair and
help with installations
Knowledge in heat, air and
maintenance of other
equipment helpful Should
be self starter able to work
with lime supervision Looking for individual that is
interested in a long term
employment Some travel,
but only occasionally spend
night out Paid vacabon,
insurance, et Please respond, giving expenerxe,
work history, wage range
by Friday, March 9. E 0 E
Send resume to Refrigeration Technician PO Box
909 Pans Tn 38242.

Mirrray Ledger 8t Times

A GOOD body and fender
repairman who is retired,
would like a job with honest
people, so he can earn the
amount of money he is
allowed to earn and not
affect his retirement pay
Over 30 years experience.
247-5456 or 247-5475.
CUSTOM tilling with Troybill tiller Any size garden
$20 and up. 436-5259.
GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737
I will babysit in my home,
Mon-Fri, in Hazel area
492-8297
RELIABLE mature male
operator of heavy and constructxxl equipment, seeks
work in related fields, holds
Ky chautroper lic Willing to
travel, or re-train. Have also
worked in security related
Os Will give you an honest days work Tony
753-4318 or please leave
message.
WILL care for sick Of elderly
and do housework, if
needed 753-4516.
WILL sit with sick. Hospital
or rest homes, night or day
753-8564
100
Business
Opportunity
LYNN Grove Stop N'Go for
sale Serious inquiries only
753-0718 or 435-4.411'

InstrUildeet
INSTRUCTION
•e-41
V'ct, LEARN TO DRIVE

/ TRACTOR-TRAILER
Stan The New 'VOW
Raght Wen A New Career
ALLIANCE
LEBANON. TN

it WI/
:IP' 171
lw!•••:t;:i111
alma _
1-800.334-1203

BARREL
Saddle
144 -inch seat $150 Call
436-2556

OUT of business liquidation
sale Silk greenery, flowers,
trees Live bushes, trees.
Bag mulch, pots, bird
baths, etc Everything priced at or below cost until
gone 3prn-dark weekdays,
all day Fri.-Sat. 206 E.
Poplar
REPOSSED Singer open
arm sewing machine Like
new. Zig-Zag etc. Sold for
over $350. Pay balance of
$74 or $12/mo Call credit
manager 753-3315.
SACHS-Dolmar chainsaw.
112 Shp, never used $275.
After 6pm, 753-7301

190
Farm
EquIpmerd
1974 MODEL 165MF, 21f1.
Krause wheel disk Excellent condition. 753-5463 or
753-0144
5 SCAFFOLD wagons,
sprayer, 2-row tobacco setter. 753-4053
CLIPPER seed cleaner,
equipped with 3 18' elevators 2 hoppers, 2 electric
motors, plus 20 cleaning
screens $2500 489-2704
after 6pm

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

NEW & Used mobile
homes (easy financing)
14-16' 24 & 28 wide's.
Use deed free° cash down.
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Hwy 79, Pans, Tenn Collect 901-644-0012
ORDER a new Fleetwood
24x44 38R, 2 bath with
appliances This month
only $19,845 Free delivery Keith Baker Homes
Inc Hwy 79, Pans, Tenn
Collect 901-644-0012 We
Sell For Less
WHY Rent??? We have a
manufactured home for
you!!! Payments starting
$150/mo. Keith Baker
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79, Pans,
Tenn.
Collect
901-644-0312.
280
Mobile
Nome For Rent
2BR, furnished 753-4632
after 5pm

BUSHHOGGING & Firewood Call after 4pm, 2BR, gas heat partially
furnished 492-8152
759-1039
OAK Firewood, seasoned
or green, $30 delivered
753-5476
SEASONED firewood, $30
per rick, delivered. Minimum order, 2 ricks.
759-4011.
WOOD for sale 436-5481
240
Miscellaneous

VISA OR MASTERCARD!
Even if bankrupt or had credit! We
Guarantee war a card or DOUBLE
your money back.
CaN 1-105442-7555

EXT. M-1414.
(call 7 days a week)

JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwa
ter Road Call 753-6069 for
appointment. Hodge, Noel
and Associates.

320
APWtments
For Rent
1BR apartment, low utilities References required
No pets 753-3949
2BR apartment freshly decorated, partly furnished,
including stove and refrigerator. 3 blocks from
campus. 489-2741, leave
message_
2BR duplex on quiet dead
end street $275/mo. plus
deposit Reference required. 753-0724.
2BR unfurnished apartment with kitchen appliances Deposit required.
492-8662 after 5pm
DUPLEX 2BR, appliances,
central heat/air, quiet residential neighborhood.
$300. 753-8096 or
753-2633.

DUPLEX at 1005B
NORTHWOOD 2 BR, garSEQUIN dresses for prom
age with electric opener,
and pageant 753-9866
economical gas heat/air,
SIZE 5, royal blue tea MOWING, TRIMMING, lawn maintenance inlength prom dress with cri- AND HAULING 554-2058 cluded. Available April 1, 1
nohne. Matching jewelry, or 898-6170 Quick Cut yr. lease Sorry, no pets
hair piece, gloves and Lawn Care
$450 759-4586
shoes. Worn once. $100.
PRIVATE
Investigator
with
NEW 1000sq. ft., 2BR
Call 753-4390 after 5pm.
22 years city and state in- apartments. Appliances,
TRAILER 6A 'x12' tilt with vestigation experience. gas heat, gas water heater.
sideboards all around and 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil Close to University. Depospare $500 753-0611
•Personal or Corporate sit_ 753-8828.
•Missing Persons. Your
- needs, our specialty. Call NEW 2BR duplex, gas heat
Confidential Investigations, pump. Appliances furnished, 12x12 deck. Located
(502)753-2641
411 Northwood Heights
Subd. Deposit required.
$375/mo. No pets.
753-4873 after 5 30pm
Radio
NICE 2 bedroom duplex
STEREO Components
Techniques Series A 120 Central KA all appliances
American Heart
watt amplifier Cost new furnished Coleman RE,
Association
$785 Kenwood tape deck 753-9898.
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
fully equipped Cost new NICELY furnished 2 bedCAR UR
$225 Pioneer 5 way 200 room apartment, and also a
watt speakers Cost new 3 bedroom house, nicely
$750 Must sell for $950 for furnished. Located near
all 753-2943
campus. Phone 753-6111
days or 753-0606 after 4 30
270
pm
CLOTHES Dryer, Wh':-1Mobile
NO Heat or Water Bills'
pool. Good condition,$100
Homes For Sal.
Freshly painted cheerful
753-2644.
12x55 mobile home to
2BR apartment, with stove,
KIRBY Vacuum repossed
sale, furnished 435-4320 refrigerator, and washer/
Sold for over $700 Pay after 4pm
dryer $310 per month.
balance of $77 or $127780
759-4923
Phone credit manager 1978 14x56, 2BR, one
753-3316.
bath, central air, excellent SMALL 1 arid 2 bedroom
condition $6200 492-8824 apartments. Reasonably
priced Coleman R.E.
days, 759-4563 evenings
160
753-9898
Home
1980 14x80 MOBILE home
Furnishings
with 3BR's, 2 bath's, per1 CHAIR, 1 recliner. Good manently situated on 5
wooded acres, 10 minutes
condition. 759-1723
from Murray Asking
2 HIDE-A-BED couches, tv, $29,500. 489-2883
2BR large duplex, all apchest freezer 436-5866.
pliances furnished, carport
1981 12x60 MOBILE
$375/mo Northwood
BROWN leather couch and Home New 18000 BTU
7518-4406
matching chair, $125. 3 of- a/c 15000 Call 753-8622
fice chairs, $25 • piece.
COZY 2BR house Walk to
Good condition. Call EXTRA Clean- 12x65 213R,
Jonathon Creek, 20 mi753-2709.
2 bath, citic Delivered
nutes to Murray, 10 minutes to Benton. Boat ramp
BROYHILL couch and $7995 No tax Keith Baker
char, 1 odd chair, like new. Homes, Inc. Hwy 79, Pans, and swimming nearby.
Tenn.
Collect $265 354-6248.
753-4415
901-644-0012.
NICE 2BR, 1 bath home
LOVESEAT, one year old
Great location for retired
country style, slicing pato KEITH Baker Homes, Inc
2BR, (Special) 14 wide
couple Near shopping and
door $35 753-6098
Fleetwood $8995 Collect
hospital References arid
NEW and used furniture for 901-644-0012 Hwy 79, deposit $235 rent
•cheap
sale,
• Call Paris, Tenn
753-6350
753-2922 and ask for Neal
NEW - 16 wide- 2.or 313F1
360
SOFA, love seat and big Fleetwood $17,995 PayFor Rant
char to match Dark blue, ments lower than rent
Or Lame
very nice, Me new Cost Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
$1600, s•II $550 Hwy 79, Pans, Tenn ColCOMMERCIAL space for
489-2715
lect 901-64.4-0012
lease Immediate availability. 1350sq.ft in active,
high trafficshopping center
new MSU campus in Murray, Ky. Fully carpeted,
Rex Camp is no longer owner of Rex Camp's
bath, 2 large display winBackhoe Service. He would like to thank the
dows on 32ft. frontage. Former location of Southern
people Of Calloway County for their support over
Optical Center includes
the past 29 years.
Dollar General Store, reThe new owner is Roy Glenn Hill.
staurants, pharmacy, other
For All Your bakchoe Needs
retail and professional offices in Olympic Plaza, N
Call:
12th St., Murray. Call
763-9469 for intormation

ip

Cj

140
Lots
For Sal.

Umbra
tkpipiles

APPALOOSA gelding. 21 ACRE hill 10 mile
view of
Broke. $350, 753-2901
tree tops Wangle bounded
AOHA Registered quarter- by 3 roads) center of Mar
horse, bay, 15'2". Kid shall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Dew and
broke $550 489-2696
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622

380
Pets
& Supplies
3 LASA Apse mix puppies
435-4493.
AKC black and brindle
Scotties puppies for sale
382-2731
AKC PUPPIES: various
breeds Dachshunds, Pekinese, Cockers, and
Poms. Eskimos, Huskies,
Chows, Shih-tzus, LASIeS,
Keeshonds.
615-746-5355.
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel pups Wormed and
shots 502-653-2301 after
3Pm
AKC Siberian Huskies,
blue eyes Cad after 5pm,
753-9977 or 236-2684.
REGISTERED Shih-Tzu
puppies, reasonable
prices, shots and vet
checked 527-1719.
SIBERIAN Huskie puppies.
Red and white with blue
eyes. $100. Phone
436-5677.

1130

Rest
Estate

REPOSSESSED VA & /11,'D
HOMES avulable from government from SI you repair No
,credit check. Also drug intones
and IRS foredontres sold for back
taxes. Cal 1-4054/0-75.55 EXT
11-2325 for repo lot your area
(call 7 days a week)
FINE business building
30x60 downtown Grand
Rivers. Owner financed to
approved buyer Phone
(618) 833-2257.
IMMACULATE 2-3 bedroom in-ground home with
Florida room and attached
garage Situated on lovely
and private 13 acre wooded
tract. Includes barn and
fenced area for horses. Offered in .the $50's through
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
WELL-Maintained 11/. acre
lot with 14x70 mobile
home, nice 30x40 2 car
garage, satellite dish and
equipment Has building
spot arid many extras Must
see to appreciate Southwest District
Call
492-8612

/HomeSellersA
Realty
505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

W PAUL DAILEY

Lots
For Sale
1 5 ACRE lot for sale
$3500. 5 acre lot $6500
'Unrestricted" New Providence area 436-2884
4 2 WOODED acres
cleared building spot
Temple Hdl Church road,
off of 464 Call 753-8804 or
after 5pm, 753-6877

MUST Sacnficel 5 LOTS in
lake area, Chipwood Estates, totaling 49,424sq ft.
$4000 firm 703-894-5236.
LIKE new 1984 Liberty
trailer 2BR, 2 bath, 14x70,
block foundation and patio
plus nice 32x40 garage 2
large outbuildings and 3
acres of land. Located 2
miles west on Hwy 80 from
Hardin. 437-4735

450
Farms
For Sale
34 acres in Hazel area Call
502-932-5462

460
Homes
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR home in
Canterbury Estates Central heat arid air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping, backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler Excellent condition. Priced to sell Call
owner 759-1073
DUPLEX located on Westwood, North of town, new,
brick venure and siding
Electric heat pump, central
air One side rented for
$450/rno., and other side
available Wilson Real Estate Key Assoc, 302 S
12th 753-3263
NEW 3BR, 2'4 bath, 2
storey w/2 car garage Approx 2200sfur 700 Glendale $81,500 753-2156
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath home
with all extras Excellent
floor plan Must see to appreciate quality and design.
Call 753 3903 or 753 3104
NEW duplex
2BR,
900sq.ft per side 12x12
treated deck, lot size 100ft.
widex187ft. deep Magic
Chef appliances Priced at
$69,500 For showing call
753-4873 after 5.30prn.
Can be seen anytime.

THREE BR b
centre/ heat i
backyard
bldg., on Wit
outside city
niently boat
right at $65
appointmen
753-7566

MOO

1986 HOND
Like new-so
436-5677

1987 YAMAI
DX 4 whereof
good con&
474-2387

GOLF Car
Davidson go
4 wheel coil
rear bumper,
6-12 volt bit)
charger. E
753-9889.
5:30pm-10:X

SMALL Honi
Good bras.(
after 8arn RI
far will be w

LO1
AUTOM
SERI

Up To Five
Quaid
Change(
Chassis 1.1
Also Check A
Washer

Brake

Truism
Rscli
Ban

• FOR I
AMERICr
(Foreign Cars S
Ca

502-75,

for an apj
WE COME
ilOME OR

GIGAI
JAC
FA

NICE 3BR house in Stella:
$40,500 753-2703
NORTH 18th St newly decorated new carpet
436-2276

SAT

9:00 A.M.

AT]
HOMESELLERS
REALTY
505 S. 12th St.
753-0375
W. PAUL DAILEY
BROKER

A

1100 Hrs., 38
4440 Power S
8320,2540, 2
1456 • Cass I
1023 Hrs. • A

FOR SALE CALL OWNER
2 acres of level farm land
New Providence 636,400
CRAIG ROAD 1535300

2600, 3000, 4
crSititiaitait
• Gleaner 115,
And 4-4360

OWN FOR LESS THAN
RENT!
Vinyl siding
•asement & fenced
• kyard 536.250
• VINE ST. 759-1789

cowsTSucl

2088 Mn.,6 V
Flyd. SN 18
Hrs., 81 Year
NAY(QUIPS

ATERFRONT LOT Deep
Wei, gradual slope Great
ea. S26.500 754-2723

CIA,1040 Hr
Balers • NH F
Hesston Stec
JD 1006 Rota

FOR SALE CALL OWNER.• & 40 acres $800 ac
DR. DOUGLAS ROAD
. 2155 ,

FIELD EQUIP
Loader • JD]
Cutler • INC 4
Disc.

•NE OF THE BEST LEFT!

COME /
IF I

Deep water, gradual slope
• mong the finest homes on
ake Must see Irvan Cob.
rea. 537,500 753-2723

'
.1
Axle •
Wilson J44' A

Single

RI-LEVEL NEAR MHSI

• 40' And 32' F
Bed And Moil
hfoist • PIckuD

Util avg $100 mo Tasteful
• oration 599,850 1 704
udubon 759-4593

Trailers, 1 To

2' FRONT PORCH!
• . 3000 sf under roof
New 3 bd. 2ba home on
re plot Everything top of
one Large garage & great
--torage
$119,000
EZELL ROAD 753-8673

alien°
WEE

Quiet neighborhood, well
• amtainecl home with 4bd ,
• ba Noce backyard & patio

(REAT INVESTMENT!
0. bd. apartment behind thi
bd . 2 ha brick home AO
:rite for $150 trio, -Make

. er $52,000
COLLEGE FARM
704

COME P
BE I

AUCTION
DON"

JA

180
753-

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER*
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone
numbers, etc

NOTICE

ROY GLENN HILL
9594684

FOR Rent 4 car shop, on
N 4th St 753-9386 or
753-4509

Spacious and Comfortable
Given upon finding a spacious house in the $60's?
Here it is! Large living spaces, fireplace, gas heat
and quiet street. hi a bargain'

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

103 S

"-••••-••••••••••••••••••

MONDAY, MAKCH 5, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
460

465
Used
Ore

THREE BR bnck home vats central heat and air, fenced
backyard and storage
bldg., on Wiswel Rd., just
outside city limits, conveniently located and priced
right at $65,000. Cal for
appointment to see at
753-7566

LOU'S-AUTO
WORKS

1976 FORD LTD 2 door,
excellent condition, extra,
extra clean and onginel
$1775 or will trade,
759-1922

1986 HONDA Rebel 450
Like new spotless $1200
436-5677

1967 YAMAHA YFM-200
DX 4 wheeler, with helmet,
good condition $1600.
474-2387.
GOLF Cart, HarleyDavidson' good condibon,
4 wheel coil spring, frontrear bumper, top. Electric
6-12 volt battery, 36amp
charger
Both $450
753-9889, 6am-9am,
5:30pm-10.30pm.
SMALL Honda for parts.
Good tires. Call 753-8202
after Barn Reasonable oftei will be accepted.

LOU'S
AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
Up To five (5) Quarts
Quality Oil
Change Oil Filter
Chassis Lubrication
Also Check And Top Off.
Washer Fluid
Brake Fluid
Transmission
Radiator
Battery
• FOR MOST •
AMERICAN CARS
(Foteign Cars Sligtidy Higher)
Call
502-753=6427
for an appotntrnent
WE COME TO YOUR
HOME OR BUSINESS

It

Hand Washed,
Waxed, Vacuumed,
Armor-All, Deodorize,
Windows &
Dress Tires
Will Work At
Your Home

Motorcycles

2

490
Auto
Sarrkes

470

4

Miirray Ledger & Times

Homes
For Sale

Custom Details

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financing On The Spot

753-6427

YES

1987 YAMAHA Banshee.
gloves boots 753-0523 after 5pm

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price la Psyrnent Displayed
On Each Vehicle

190
Used
Cars

CARS

Need Art Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET.

INC.

502-753-261 7
1966 MUSTANG: excellent
body condition, inside and
out Approximately 1000
miles on re-built engine
Auto transmission, new
brakes $6000. Day
762-2103, after 4pm
753-6313.
1972 THUNDERBIRD
Classic Good condition.
753-4390 after 5pm.
1973 LTD runs good, recent paint, rebuilt engine.
Needs vinyl and upholstery
work. $600. Call 753-2698
after 5pm.
SEIZED CARS- Poriche, BMW,
Vene,etc Trucks, Ixen,4 whod en, TV.s, scram, furniture by
Drug Enforoement Agency, FBI,
IRS. Unbelievable bargains or
Isle models. Available your area
now. Cal 1-1145-4117555 EXT.
C-1134 (ml] 7 days a week)

18 Dodge Area Wgn....149137
18 Ford FestIn
'3987
'87 Ford Taurus
'4967
'87 Chevy Colebrtty.......'3987
'87 Chevy Eurosport.....'1967
'87 Plym Horizon._..... '3987
'87 Chrysler LeBaron....'4987
'87 Olds Cutleu Clara.'1987
'86 Plym. Caravel's SE '4987
16 Mercury Lyra GS Wgn $44137
16 Pontiac Sunbird
'1987
'86 Chrysler LeBaron '4987
'85.5 Ford Escort...... '2987
'84 Honda Accord
'1487
84 Datsun Wgn
_ 12987
12 AMC Eagle
..'2987
81 Toyota Carolls_____ '2987

TRUCKS
'86 Nissan Truck
.....'4987
'85 Ford Van 250
'4487
'84 Dodge Van
'3967
'83 Ford Ranger_
'3987
'82 Detsun 4X4
'3987
'82 Ford Yen._
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3967
77 Chevy Van._____ '2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems be OK
Nd Credit ve OK
Divorce al OK
W. soil dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit
Low Weekly Psymente

..
THE ANNUAL
GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT

Other Locations:
klaylloid Paducah
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

AUCTIO
SAT., MAR. 10, 1990
9:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

MAYFIELD, KY
ITEMS

ALREADY CONSIGNED

TRACTORS; JO 4850, 2372 Hrs., 42" Radials • JD 4660,
1100 Hrs., 38" Duals • JD 4840, 3100 Hrs., Radials • JO
4440 Power Shift And Quad,330 And 3100 Hrs. • JD 4430
4320, 2640, 2440, 4020, 2010 • INC 1086, 1066, 807, 575,
1456 • Case IN 485 Less Than 100 Hrs. • Caee-IH 1194,
1023 Hrs. • AC 7040 • Oliver 1850 • Ford 7700, 601, 1101,
2600, 3000, 4000, 5000 • MF 135, 165, 235, 275, 285.
COMMIS;JO 4420, 720 Hrs., SN 600232, 213 Platform
• Wiener N5, Rear Assist, 20' Platform • Gleaner N-630
And A-436 Corn Heeds.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT; Flat Allis FD7 DOW,
2068 Hrs.,6 Way Hyd. SN 250475 • JD 35013 Dozer,6 Way
NY8- SN 1823291 • Ford 545 Tractor With Loader, 1100
Hrs., 81 Year
HAY EQUIPMENT: NH 1069 See Propelled Bale Wagon,
CIA,1040 Hrs., SN 3036 • NH 649, 855, 851, 630 Round
Balers • NH Rakes, Mowers, Square Balers, Haybines •
Hesston Stackers And Movers • Artsway Grinder Mixer •
JO 1008 Rotary Cutter
FWD EQUIPMENT. JD 2600 Adj. 5 Bottom Plow • JD 148
Loader • JO 7000 6 Row Planter • Bush Hog Side Mount
Cutter • INC 496-27 Disc • IHC 490-20' Disc • NC 475-21'
D.
COME PREPARED TO FIND 1000 ITEMS111
IF ITS EVER SEEN FARMED WITH
- IT WILL RE AT THIS SALElf
n
I.M.4:4 •
e4" tro
•
vy 1".'
,
&now Axle • 71 IN 4070 • Fruenauf TS' Alum. Dump •
Wilson J 44' Alum. Dough'Deck Stock Trailer w115" Drop
• 40' And 32' Flat Trader • 76 Chevy C-65 Tandem irir Grain
Bed And Hoist • 72 Ford 10 Wheeler wiGrain Bed And
Hoist • Picaups,Grain Trucks,Semi's,Gooseneck,Stock
Traders, 1 Tons, Tandems, Flat Beds.
COME PREPARED FOR THE WEATHERH
BE READY TO BID AND BUY!!
AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY & FRIDAY,
MARCH 7TH 8TH 8. 9TH

1

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M. SHARP!
DON'T MISS THE EXCITEMENT!!

JAMES R. CASH
-

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
;502, 62341466 011502 623-63811
'THE SELLING MACHINE '

1981 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, good condition.
$1600. 474-0115.
1981 OLDSMOBILE
Omega, 2 door, burgundy
436-2290
1982 INDIANAPOLIS
Pacecar, Z28 Camaro
Blue and silver, 85,000 actual miles, custom tint and
wheels Excellent condition 753-8928
1982 AAAZDA RX7. Good
condition. 753-4417.
1983 GRAND Prix
Brougham. High miles, rebuilt motor, less than
15,000 miles on motor
Clean, excellent condition
$3203 or beat reasonable
otter. 753-7117.
1985 CHRYSLER Laser
Turbo XE: 39,000 miles,
nice car, loaded up
753-6063

'89 CHEROKEE
4X4 *won, deck
4 OL 6, auto , AC,
MON Memo,Eagle GT, 5 spde
aluminum wheels
14)0D roles Bid
d 7/70 warranty
10% Doss
SO *mho
12.11 APR Tu, Lie, Eau 0.A.c

'14,600

19854
.

Cain's it-41
Hwy 641 No
Murray 753(448

FINAL LIQUIDATION

Jrinp

530

1979 AUDI 50005 diesel
Damaged right front, dnveable. $595 753-9710
1979 COUGAR XR7, 2
door hardtop 49,000 miles,
like new $2500 753-7523
1980 VW Rabbit 4 door
hatchback stick shift, good
condition Many new parts
Ores good, looks nice $950
or best offer 437-4305

'87 BRONCO II
Ere Bauer Edton kadsdwlli at
netoys,tcaltrada
w 20)CitX miss
ks nice as you can
Ind BA of Fad 6'
60 warranty
121 APR

s10,600

Trude,

Sendeas
Mead

FOR side by owner 1976
Ford
ton, Vti, AM/FM
cassette $1800 759-1706

CONSTRUCTION New
homes, framing, additions,
garages. pato'. decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Builder

510
Campers

OS Montle
Tu, Uc. Extra 0&C.

Cain's wi
Hwy 641 No
Murray. 753-6448

1985> FIREBIRD 48,000
miles, a/c, AM-FM cassette, V-8, red, excellent
condition. 753-1051.
1986 PONTIAC 6000 dark
blue, excellent condition
$4550 762-4445

Jeep

urn

1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6 437-4723
JUST REDUCED! 1987
Toyota Carnry LE stationwagon, white blue interior.
Excellent condition.
759-4627
495

1987 TOYOTA Supra 5
speed, automatic, low
miles, new tires, mint condition} 1-247-5840.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Open til 6 p.m.

A.c•ey fi,J!z.her
Cf.• s 13r,r00 1
k1>r14 Elkirs
Chad Cochian. Sacs MGR

TOYOTA
Phone
7534961

1977 30' 5th wheel travel
trader Excellent condition
$5200 901-247-3374
1988 PROWLER 26it
travel trailer, excellent condition, loaded $7500
753-3682 or 759-4884
194t CAMPER, early 70s
model, sleeps 6, very nice
Interior recently re-clone
502-733-4324, ask for
Wes $2100
28ft. TROPHY camper
1978 model. Selfcontained, heat/air
502-733-4324, ask for
Wee. 84600

Boats

1985 CHEVROLET Asro
8 passenger, tinted windows very clean, loaded
$6400 Call 753-3518

Used
Trucks

'87 COMANCHE
4X4
Laredo, bucket
seat's, 4.01 6,
auto., console,
C,wheels,trIt lots
of extras 29,XXX
miles. Black

$8,200
979,°.

IS Months
itits Down
12.0 APR Ts; Lk. Erie 0.A.C.

Cain's E.'
Hwy 641 No
Murray, 753-6448 1471
:
1
1951 FORD pickup truck
with Chevrolet V-8 motor,
automatic Shop, 753-6475
or home after 6pm,
753-9918.
1969 CHEVY truck short
wheelbase New motor
Call 753-8998 after 5pm
1979 BLAZER 4x4, good
mechanical condition.
$2200 753-7307.

I MOWS
16tt. TRI-HULL, 135hp
Evinrude, power tilt and
trim, Eagle Fish ID plus
graph. Minikota trolling motor $1500. 753-9037 between Etam-5pm.
FISHING boat fully
equipped, with trailer.
Cheap. 753-0718.

NICE 1984 24' Crest pontoon full furniture, 40hp
Evinrude 759-4831
530
, Services
Offend
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476

1979 FORD F-150 4WD
4sp, Alit/FM tape, CB, 33'
radials, runs excellent
$2500 Weekdays after
6pm, 753-1550

C&A Painting: Interior &
Exterior Over 20 years experience Free estimates.
Call 354-8985 or 437-4221

1979 GMC 4x4, 350
4-speed pickup. Good
body, runs good. Call
753-0641 after 3 30pm.

CARPENTER Work- roofing, painting, all work guar
anteed Free estimates
New or remodeling
354-8188, Benton, Ky Ask
for Joe

1980 CHEVROLET K5
Blazer steering, brakes, tilt
and air All gear driven,
track, lock out hubs
435-4249 after 6pm.
1981 FORD 4x4 pickup.
Body rough but engine and
running gear in excellent
condition $1500 1973
Gran Torino, runs good
$550 753-4005.
1987 CHEVY S10 4x4 4
speed, red Very sharp
57,000 miles, $7500 Call
753-3518

CONSTRUCTION Additions,decks fences, pa
boa concrete work No job
to big Or 10 small Fast
Service Free Estimates
Dibble Construction
753-5054
DUNCAN S Landscaping
and Lawn Service No lob
too big or too small Reasonable rates Specializing
on monthly contracts Cell
759-9706 for estimate
ELECTRICIAN, licensed
contractor Quality work
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Service
436-5279
,fLECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration Call 753-7203

520

Vane

500

CARS
19 liazda 323
'9,487
18 Toyoti Corolla
1417
11 Toyota CorollaF
117
18 Toyota Corolla LE 1417
18 Toyota Camry
10,487
17 Tort Supra
11,987
17 Tolot Ceka GT 1,487
17 Canty LE
1487
17 Toyota Tercel
'4,987
17 Nissan Sentra
'6187
17 PIrcluth Relient 1,487
16 06 Delta 81
1,487
'86 Patiac Gred Pii....1117
16 Toyota Dacia LE '5,417
16 Buici Estate Wgn 1917
'16 BRI 325
12917
15 kd TEITD1.
1,937
kroke 193E
1037
15 Olds Ciro
1,987
15 Calilac Sedan•DeVik.1187
14 Celebrdy i
,487
14 Toyota Caok
5187
'84 Toyota Ulu
'5,987
13 Toyota Cita
4,987
13 Toyota Deliu GT 1,E•97
12
12 Chevy late Calo 1,487
V
.1,487
Toye0
11 Ilecury
'81 Cts
11 Datsx SW
1,987
79 Ford lustal
1,487
TRUCKS
19 Cheri S10 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,9$7
19 Toyota 411 Ex, 4.'13,987
19 Toyota PJ
1187
18 Toyda 04
10,487
18 Suzuki.Stuai '5,117
11 Toyota Ind
i,911
17 G81C Safi' Cant. ..,,'12,981
17 Fad Range XLT 5111
17 Toyaa 414
1,447
17 AZ° Vat
12387
17 Toyota Yr
'10,987
16 Fad Brom 11
1,987
'86 Toyota P11
1,317
16 Toyota 414
7417
15 GIC Co. tin '10417

515 S 12th
Ky

Used

Used
Care

OF MURRAY

SIMMONS
BEAUTYREST BEDDING

CARPENTRY, remodeling:
decks and porches, roofing, decorating, general repairs, etc 489-2303

LATEX Wall Paint 5 gal
can,$25 95 Get at
Decorating Center, 701 S
4th St

Bieck

LAWN Mowing, 5 yews experience Free estimates
762-4445
PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Trimming, Mowing
Hauling
Reasonable
Rates Commercial and
Residential 759-4440 ask
for Wayne
PROFESSIONAL Yard
Care and minor home re
pairs Call 753-5568 between noon and 6pm Reasonable rates

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
CONTRACTOR -Home painting, plumbing, conI mprove- crete Free estimates Call
ments or repairs garages 474-2307.
poiebams, portable build- ROGER Hudson rock haulings, decks Customer sa- ing and services 753 4545
tisfaction guaranteed Free or 753-6763
estimates. L.E. Williams
SMALL engine repair Red
489-2663.
Barn Enterprises
FENCE sales at Sears 345-2200 or 345-2507
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
FOR all of your hauling
needs bank gravel sand
dirt, creek gravel or any
type white rock Call
759-1039 after 4pm

Key MiniWarehouses

Hwy. 121 South
S zes
•_ • '
753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of mittens&
new springs, legs. etc Pie
sortable raise kee pick-up
and dewy 436-5236.
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TIRED of paying high
prices SOS plumbing, electrical, gas instalation? It pays
to save! 12 years experience Free estimates
Cheapest rates Day or
night 24hr emergency Sensor citizens 20% discount
753-9979
WILL do plumbing installation 8 repairs All guaran
teed
Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308

550

Filed
I Seed
BALED Alfalfa hay and
Timothy/alfalfa mixed
345-2196

560
Free
Camas
FREE Lab and Shepherckall female 435-4150.
FREE - Two, 6 month old
male dogs, preferably as a
pair. 753-2607 evenings

GREENMASTER: lawn
mowing, landscaping, garden tilling, sodding, yard
work. Free estimates
753-2555

OS

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, masonry, roofing. Large or
small jobs Quality work at
good prices Free estimates
753-1550,
evenings

'Drop by & saw our showroom
Be'.
, BA.r,y Ei,ead•
4rggs<;10.amab.......dgfr

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates. 759-1683
HOUSECLEANING References 436-2606
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

HISTORICAL MANSION
The ultimate in pnvacy,located on 75 fenced acres with
artesian well, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, with 2 woodbummg
fireplaces. Southern Hospitality Welcomes You in this
Dramatic Plantation Home.

INTERIOR Painting Work
guaranteed References
436-2299

MTG

Harries,

AN

Gardens

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

1987 MAZDA B2200 gray,
king cab Air conditioning,
new tires, brakes, shocks,
and battery. 436-2712.
1989 FORD Ranger XLT;
(Excellent Condition);
LWB, Blue and Silver;
4-Cylinder; Automatic
Transmission, Aluminum
Wheels, AM-FM Stereo
Cassette, Cloth Seats, Sliding Rear Window, Bed
Liner, Toolbox, RAN Window Louver; Tailgate
Cover: Serious inquiries
only Ph.- 753-1916 (Ext
27) Ask for Greg.

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

maitINV•1111 sloan*

Rick's Home Improvement
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO .108 TOO SMALL

437-4455

4x4, 1989 FORD F150 XLT
Lariat Supercab, long
wheel base, slip lock rear
end, skid plates, (no offroad miles), V8, 5 speed,
Air, PS, PB, PW, POL.. tilt
and cruise, captain chars,
console, Factory AM-FM
cassette. sliding rear window, rally wheels, tact:.
duel fuel tanks, &mane
rear bumper, bed rails. bed liner, cab lights One
owner, 22.000 actual miles,
local truck, excellent condition Spare never been
down. $13,000 Serious inquiries only (901)
247-3288. Purywir, TN

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job To Small
Remodeling, Decks, Garages ee Additions _

436-5272

489-2739

Murray-Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 4 Gutters
Shutters
Aluminum Siding
Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
JERRY ATE141> a ASSOCIATES
C‘
!
J
121 By-Pass
753-8407

1989 FORD F-250 XLT
Lanai. 4-wheel drive, excellent condition, loaded 5th
wheel hitch $13,000
615-232-5750
or
753-7170

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Pointing
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Ooporry
RI 4 Boa 1T7A, \Surrey, Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
call:

753-1'16

Monday -Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Several Styles - Your Choice

To place your ad

$2880°
Full Size Set

CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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COUNTY LIVING
Ph

ELEGANT
Beautiful 3 bedroom
bath hnck home, loss of
amenities, sitting on 2 manicured suet on Hwy. 732.
Call Billie Wdson-753-3378

Loretta Jobs
Realtors
753-1492

1
•
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Three qualify for speech tourney

OBITUARIES
Ed Roberts

•

The funeral for Ed Roberts will
be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at West Science Hill Baptist Church, Science
Hill. Burial will follow in the West
Science Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
tonight (Monday) at Morris
Hislope Funeral Home, Science
Hil. Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements.
Mr. Roberts, 78, Rt. 2, Science
Hill, died Saturday at 12:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by three daughters, Mrs. Harold (Betty Jo) Pond,
Hazel, Mrs. Ray (Nancy) Flowers,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Cantle!(Eva) Wilson, Science Hill;
two sons, Jim Roberts, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Randy Roberts and wife,
Nancy, Rt. 2, Buchanan; two sisters, Mrs. Zelma Wesley and Mrs.
Thelma Ferrell, Science Hill; 17
grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.

The Calloway County High
School Speech team performed
very well this past weekend at the

Charles Leonard McNutt Sr.
Funeral rites for Charles Leonard
McNutt Sr., former Murray resident, were Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
LzDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. W.A.
Farmer officiated.
Pallbearers were Tommy Ellis,
Tommy McNutt, Lynn Steele,
Noble Harrellson, J.T. Burton Ind
Mac Gore. Entombment was in
mausoleum at Rose Lawn Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. McNutt Sr., 73, Paris, died
early Saturday morning at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris. He
had been disabled since receiving
injuries in an automobile accident
in 1956.
The deceased formerly owned
and operated a John Deere dealer-

Forensic League
ship, McNuti Tractor & Implement Kentucky Catholic
District Tournament held at Bullitt
Co., in Murray.
Born Jan. 8, 1917, in Almo, Ky— Central High School in Shephardshe was the son of the late Lexie wile, Kentucky. Calloway did not
McNutt and Ala Trimble McNutt. compete for team
sweepstakes and
One sister, Mrs. Geneva Lawrence, only took three teams members to
also preceded him in death.
the Catholic National qualifier.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Bandy McNutt, to whom
he was married on Sept 29, 1939;
two daughters, Mrs. Anne Minneman, Panama City, Fla., and Mrs.
Sue Prince, Alexandria, Va.; three
Elementary and middle school
sons, Charles L. McNutt Jr. and
in Calloway County will
students
Joe
and
Paris,
McNutt,
Jerry
in the fifth annual Spellparticipate
McNutt, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; one
Monday, March
through
A-Thon
sister, Mrs. Armada Ellis, Paris; 12
grandchildren; five great- 26.
Sponsored by the student branch
grandchildren.
of the Association for Childhood
Education International (ACE!) at
Murray State University and Calloway County schools, the Spell-A-

Sheriffs Department
conducts raids over
weekend; arrest four

an of World War II. The son of the
late Connie Irvin and Myrtice Marine Irvin, he also was preceded in
death by two brothers.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Janice Kaye Noah, Texas;
three sisters, Mrs. Sue Pittman,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Sylvia Rende
and Mrs. Claudette Patterson, St.
Louis, Mo.; four grandchildren.

Finis Garrett Puckett
Cemetery.
Mr. Puckett, 85, Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Saturday at 4:30 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Henry (Norma) VanDyke, Rt.
2, Hazel; one son, B.R. Puckett and
wife, Mary, Cibolo, Texas; two sisters, Mrs. Mattie Lou Albright,
Obion, Tenn., and Mrs. Eunice
Latimer, Canton, Ga.; half brother,
Robert William Puckett, Cottage
Grove, Ill.; seven grandchildren; 11
great-grandchildren; three greatgreat-grandchildren.

Florida's service tax history
could interest Kentuckians

Accident report

By BRENT KALLESTAD

In other news, a Calloway County youth is in stable condition at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
following a one-vehicle accident
Sunday morning.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Kentucky lawmakers thinking about
adopting a services tax may want
to reflect on the fate of their Florida colleagues who actually passed
such a measure in 1987 — but
rescinded it six months later.
Several key Florida legislators
involved in pushing for the tax
have since been ousted by the voters and Republican Gov. Bob Martinez's dicey re-election chances in
November are attributed largely to
his stumbling start on the controversial tax.
The ill-fated services tax applied
Florida's 5 percent sales tax on a
host of such previously untaxed
domestic and professional services
as advertising, pet grooming, pest

Bradford E. Ray, 16, Route 7,
Murray, was southbound on Ky.
1836, two miles north of Lynn
Grove, when he apparently ran off
the right side of the road and hit a
mailbox. He then got back on the
highway and tfaveled approximately 240 feet before he ran off the
left side of the road.
The report said the vehicle hit a
ditch embankment and went airborne for approximately 102 feet, hit
the ground, went airborne for
another 12 feet, hit the ground
again and went airborne for another
21 feet, throwing Ray approximately 42 feet
The vehicle reportedly came to
rest on the highway, 45 feet from
where Ray was thrown.
Jonathan D. Armstrong, 18,
Route 5, Murray, was involved in
an accident Sunday at 6:21 p.m.,
approximately seven miles east of
Murray on Ky. 280. The report
stated Armstrong failed three field
tests and smelled strongly of alcoholic beverages. He was charged
and taken to the Calloway County
Jail.

Heart Attack.
Fight it with a
Memorial gift to
the American
Heart Association.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSCCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM.

EMS3711912

Associated Press Writer

control and lawn care as well as
accounting, legal and engineering
fees, and bank safety deposit
boxes.
Many of those same services,
including advertising and professional fees, would be covered by
the sales tax under Kentucky Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's tax package
aimed at raising $1.057 billion during the next two years.
The most controversial portion
of the Florida services tax was its
application to national advertisers
who sold products in Florida via
radio, TV, newspaper and magazine ads.
Martinez's push for the tax surprised many of his supporters who
had helped him win election in
1986 on a pledge of making government more efficent

Poindexter set to defend
self in Iran-Contra trial
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
national security adviser John Poindexter goes on trial today- for his
part in the Iran-Contra affair, the
scandal that tarnished the last two
years of Ronald Reagan's
presidency.
Poindexter is accused of conspiracy, obstructing Congress and
making false statements for
allegedly covering up Oliver
North's secret Contra resupply network and lying about a 1985 shipment of Hawk missiles to Iran.
The former president gave videotaped testimony last month in the
case and Poindexter's lawyers are
expected to replay it in court. Reagan said he instructed his staff that
all efforts to assist the Nicaraguan
Contras "should be done within
the law."
Reagan said he didn't think
Poindexter had made any false
statements to Congress and that

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS- SALE
Prints - Frames - Cards

iui Decor

FRAMERS GALLERY
DIXIELAND CENTER ON CHESTNUT - MURRAY

ory: Lori England, third place.
The Lakers Team will next send
eight members to the National
Forensic League District Tournament for March 8-10. This tournament is the qualifier for the national tournament held in San Jose,
California in mid-June, Director of
forensics for CCHS Speech is Larry England.

ACE!Spell-A-Thon scheduled

Basil B. Irvin

The funeral for Basil B. Irvin
will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Burial will follow in
Bazzell Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Irvin, 72, Rt. 1, Sedalia, died
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a veterThe Calloway County Sherifrs
Department conducted several raids
over the weekend an charged four
people with alco ol-related
offenses.
Final rites for Finis Garrett
On Saturday, CCSD officials Puckett are today at 2 p.m. in the
obtained search warrants and chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
raided the residences of Frank and Home. John Dale and Gilbert
Louise Hill, Route 6, Murray, and Gough are officiating. Jerry Bolls
Charles Miller, Route 3, Murray. is directing singers from Glendale
Officials recovered 372 cans of Road Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers are Dan
beer in both raids. The Hills were
charged with two counts of posses- Grimes, Ted VanDyke, George
sion and sale of alcoholic bever- Puckett, Scott Puckett, Kelly Puckages in a dry option territory. Mill- ett and David Freeman.
Honorary pallbearers are Kevin
er was charged with one count of
possession of sale of alcohol in a VanDyke, Shawn Puckett, Michael
Puckett, Garrett Puckett and Kelly
dry option territory.
Dale Puckett.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
CCSD officials obtained another
search warrant and conducted a
raid on the residence of Larry
Black, Route 8, Murray. Eight bottles of assorted liquors and 376
cans of beer were recovered. Black
was charged with one count of possession and sale of alcohol in a dry
option territory.

Several seniors were unable to
compete at this tournament since
competition at the national tournament will conflict with 1990 graduation activities. The following
members qualified for the Catholic
National- Tournament in Chicago
for May 25-27: Extemporaneous
Speaking: Tracy Ross, first place;
Lincoln Douglas Debate: Tim Barnes, first place; and Original Orat-

"I'm in complete support" of letters by Poindexter which form the
basis of one of the obstruction
charges against him concerning the
Contras.
Poindexter is the highest-ranking
Reagan administration official to
go on trial in the scandal. U.S. District Judge Harold Greene is presiding in the Poindexter case and a
jury of 12 people will be selected
from a pool of residents from the
District of Columbia.
Directing the prosecution is Chicago trial lawyer and former U.S.
attorney Dan Webb, while Poindexter is being defended by longtime Washington D.C. attorney
Richard Beckler.

Thon is intended to promote interest in spelling for grades K-7 as
well as raise money for the
schools.
Students will solicit sponsors
through March 5, asking each
sponsor to pledge an amount of
money for each word spelled correctly. A written test will be administered to the students, with prizes

Bartolucci to attend Space
Conference of the Americas
Dr. Luis Bartolucci, associate
professor in the Department of
Geosciences at Murray State University, will attend the Space Conference of the Americas: prospects
of Cooperation for Development,
March 12-16 in San Jose, Costa
Rica.
Bartolucci will moderate the
technical panels and workshops of
the Space Science Applications
sessions.
Approximately 400 scientists and
government representatives were
invited to the conference, which
was called -by the Costa Rican government and sponsored. by the

United Nations Development Program and the U.N. Fund for Scie.iice
and Technology. Dr. Oscar Arias
Sanchez, president of gosta Rica,
will preside at the meeting.
"The major goal is to try to
facilitate cooperaton in space science with all Pan-American countries," Bartolucci said. "I feel very
good that Murray State University
will be represented as part of the
U.S. delegation."
A member of the Murray State
faculty since 1986, Bartolucci
earned the B.S., M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees from Purdue University.

Cincinnati Tall Stacks
group needs $1.5 million
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Greater Cincinnati Tall Stacks Commission needs to raise $1.5 million
by Oct. 1 as the first step in repeating the Ohio River celebration that
attracted one million people to the
city in 1988.
The non-profit commission
needs to raise the money to assure
participation of riverboats in
another Tall Stacks event scheduled for 1992. Organizers said
they have lined up 16 riverboats

from 11 states to steam into town
from Oct. 15-18, 1992.
"We want to make the Tall
Stacks synonymous with Cincinnati
like the Indianapolis 500 and the
Kentucky Derby is for Louisville,"
said Richard J. Greiwe, executive
director of the commission.

Blacks re-enact
march in Selma

German Shepherd Dog Club will
meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. For information call
436-2858.

SELMA, Ala. (AP) — Civilrights leaders assessed their movement's progress as about 4,000
people re-enacted the historic
voting-rights march to Montgomery
and "Bloody Sunday" confrontation with police on a bridge 25
years ago.
"Lord knows we're not where
we ought to be, but thank God
we're not where we used to be,"
Hosea Williams said Sunday as he
crossed Edmund Pettus bridge.
"We've come a long way. But
Lord knows we've got a much
further way to go," Williams said.

awarded to the top four spellers in
each class.
Proceeds from the Spell-A-mon
will be divided between the classrooms (60 percent) and the ACEI
professional development and
scholarship program (40 percent).
Additional information about the
Spell-A-Thon may be obtained by
calling James Feltner, school coordinator,(502) 753-9972; Dr. James
Carlin, ACEI faculty adviser,
762-6867; or Cheree Beardon,
Spell-A-Thon student chairman,
762-2922.

Local students
capture honors
at art exhibition
"A Lifted Moment of White Sensation," a painting by Bayberry
Bejach Laming of Murray High
School, captured a first place juror's award at the Sixth Annual
Purchase-Pennyrile Regional High
School Art Exhibition held at Murray State University's Clara M.
Eagle Gallery Saturday.
A total of 62 students from 13
schools submitted works in the
painting, drawing, textiles, jewelry
and metalsmithing, photography,
printmaking, computer graphics
and mixed media categories.
Other local winners included
Travis Travasak of Calloway County High School who captured second place with his painting "Travasak;' and Larry McKenzie of Calloway who captured second place
with his mixed media piece "Sea
Breeze."

Community...
Tuesday, March 6

Prayer Day for Women will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.;
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

(Cont'd from page 7)

Tuesday, March 6
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
Group II of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
Week of Prayer program at 9:30
a.m.; Kathleen Jones Group at 11
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Dorothy with Delygthe Humphreys at
11 a.m.; Lottie Moon at Holiday
Inn at 11:30 a.m.; Bea Walker with
Opal Gilmer at 7 p.m.

First Presbyterian Church

Court Square

•

LYONS
HILLIARD
is you.
investment
best

414 Main St Murray

753-3366

Our

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
3416
Goodyear
-3.60
Industrial Average
I.B.M.105%
Previous Close
5516
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products ---.--46% +%
34%
Kmart_
A.T.C.-Clasa A —.34% B 34% A
12%
Kroger
40% unc
AT&T
McDonalds...-.....— —.32
Bank of Murray.—.--.117% b
68
JC Penney
53% ,t%
Bell South
46
Quaker Oats
4
1
/
28% 4
Briggs & Stratton
41%
Sears
1716 +Y.
Chrysler
32%
Snap-On Tools
35% unc
CSX Corp
58%
-Texaco
33 -%
Dean Foods
98%
Time-Warner
Dollar Gen. Store....8% 13 8% A
26%
EST
46% unc
Exxon
45%
Wal-Mart.
— 46% -%
Ford .
60%
Woolworth
....45% -%
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield.
unc
Goodrkh

Hog market
report listed
Federal-Sdae Martel Ni Stroke March S, 1991 Kaolucky Ptrchue Ars P. Martel Report Inclulao 5 Li,.
14 Madam Receipt, Ad 47‘ LL9111 Barroom•woody
daddy, Sows 1.1111311
$19.91-0 75
US 1-2 rt•-23. be
US 1-2 3012/1 be317.91-10_511
541.111-49-91
LS 2.3 22.-2.91 be
$41111-10.1101
US 34 1544'741 be
Sods
$42111-43.51
LS 32 27049/ Ito
542.01-44.111
US 1-3 31140 be
513.00-45•1
US 1-3 4114311 be
513.114-4311
IS 1-3 3/1 awl up
34L10-42.111
US 2-3 YAMS be
Run S351139.511

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLJWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Persona; Safety Tips

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet GEO, Inc.

Call Us Anytime

CAR DANGERS

759-4685
Your Business Is Appreciated!
FREE ESTIMATES
'5'/: Years Experience with Rex Camp Backhoe

from

Tests of 75,000 vehicles showed 40% had over - or
under - inflated tires or needed new tires... 31°7(
needed one or more new drive belts... 30% were lov,
on engine oil or needed an oil change... 23% had
battery or electrical eroblems.
641 South

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

753-2617

